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FADE IN: 

 

INT./EXT. STATION WAGON - NIGHT  

 

Windshield wipers sweep away a light snow. A new car 

sticker is attached to a backseat window. 

 

FINN O’HARA (40) grips the steering wheel with white 

knuckles. Finn looks lean and weary in a loose-fitting 

jacket and tie. He glances sideways at his passenger. 

 

LIV O’HARA (35) sits ballerina straight, eyes forward, 

unblinking. Liv looks as remote as she is attractive. Her 

silver sequin dress reveals the torso of a former dancer. 

 

FINN 

Tonight’s important, Liv. Teddy’s 

pitching me for department head. 

Image matters, dear. So please - 

keep it to one glass of wine. 

 

A passing car honks. Finn jerks the steering wheel left, 

then right before regaining control. He blows a sigh of 

relief. In contrast, Liv sits unfazed, eyes forward. 

 

LIV 

Watch the road, darling. 

 

INT. HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM - NIGHT  

 

A Congratulations sign is tacked to a wall. 

 

A crowd of TEACHERS, SCHOOL OFFICIALS and PARENTS mingle, 

nosh on cheese and crackers and sip wine from plastic cups.  

 

Finn adjusts an award plaque under his arm. He forces a 

smile as WELL-WISHERS line up to shake his hand.  

 

WELL-WISHER 1 

Congratulations, Finn. 

 

FINN 

Thank you. 

 

WELL-WISHER 2 

Our daughter Rose thinks the 

world of you, Mister O’Hara. 



2. 

 

Finn looks over his shoulder and promptly loses his smile. 

 

ACROSS THE ROOM IN A CORNER 

 

Liv, unsteady in heels, talks nose-to-nose with PRINCIPAL 

TED (mid-50s), a stooped fellow with an avuncular grin.  

 

Liv accidentally spills wine on Principal Ted’s jacket. She 

reaches out with her napkin to wipe his lapel, only to lose 

her footing and crash to the floor. She laughs giddily - 

drawing the attention of several MEN eager to help her up. 

 

EXT. RESIDENTIAL STREET - NIGHT  

 

A fresh snow blankets the road. 

 

Finn’s station wagon turns the corner faster than it should 

and fishtails on the slick surface.  

 

His bumper nips a parked car, triggering its alarm.  

 

Whoop-whoop-whoop. 

 

INT./EXT. STATION WAGON - NIGHT  

 

Finn’s award plaque - Teacher of the Year, Finnegan O’Hara, 

Commonwealth of Massachusetts, 2006 - is jostled from the 

backseat and onto the floor. It lands next to a bottle of 

vodka sloshing back-and-forth. 

 

Finn yanks the steering wheel left, then right before 

regaining control. He wipes his eyes and loosens his tie.  

 

FINN 

On my boss. I work with these 

people, Liv. I teach their 

children. You lose their respect 

– career – forget it. (sighs) 

Remember what we talked about? 

What do you say? Rehab - you and 

me. Liv? Right. 

 

Finn glances right. Liv is curled up in the passenger seat 

- out cold. Finn steers up a residential driveway.   

 

FINN 

Wake up, Olivia. We’re home. 



3. 

 

INT. O’HARA HOUSE, ERIC’S BEDROOM - NIGHT 

 

Model motorcycles and trophies dominate every flat surface. 

The walls are covered with motorcycle posters.  

 

An award plaque - Eric O’Hara, 2006 Champion, Midget 

Association Racing, Under 10 Division, Northeast Region – 

is prominently displayed on a shelf. 

 

ERIC O’HARA (9) sits up in bed propped by pillows. His 

alert eyes are glued to a magazine centerfold. A kitten 

(HOBIE CAT) is curled up next to him. There’s a trace of 

chocolate in the shape of puckered lips on the boy’s cheek.  

 

Station wagon wheels pull up a narrow driveway below Eric’s 

bedroom window. Eric instinctively covers his ears to 

muffle the sound of the car’s bumper hitting garbage pails. 

 

Eric rolls onto his knees and spies out the window. Through 

snowflakes, Eric watches his parents bumble out of the car.  

 

EXT. O’HARA HOUSE, DRIVEWAY - NIGHT  

 

Liv, wasted, tries to squeeze past the narrow door opening. 

 

Finn pushes his door open and runs around the back of the 

car. The soles of his oxfords skate on the snow.  

 

Finn tosses garbage pails aside - grabs Liv’s hand – and 

pulls her past the spilled trash. Liv stumbles like a rag 

doll, eyes dull, incoherent.  

 

Finn props her up, but Liv flails an arm and accidentally 

elbows him in the face. Finn grabs his nose in pain. 

 

FINN 

Ow. Christ-on-a-crutch. Come on, 

Liv. It’s snowing. 

 

Finn and Liv stagger up the front porch steps shoulder-to-

shoulder. They pass a trellis of dormant rose bushes.  

 

INT. O’HARA HOUSE, ERIC’S BEDROOM - NIGHT 

 

Eric hops off his bed and dashes to the bedroom door. He 

widens it a crack and listens to the front door opening and 

closing downstairs. 



4. 

 

INT. O’HARA HOUSE, FOYER - NIGHT 

 

Finn drags Liv to the base of the stairway and leaves her 

in a heap. He rests his hands on his knees.  

 

Footsteps approach. Finn looks up. A trace of blood 

trickles from his nostril. 

 

MELISSA, the babysitter (a mature 13), enters from the 

living room eating chocolates from a box.  

 

Melissa leans in for a closer look at Liv on the floor.  

 

MELISSA  

Is Misses O, okay? 

 

Finn straightens up and adjusts his skewed jacket and tie.  

 

FINN 

She’s fine, Melissa. 

 

MELISSA  

Have fun at your award thingy? 

 

FINN 

What? Oh, yes. Where’s Eric? 

 

MELISSA 

Bed. We played Scrabble. Eric’s 

really smart. But he got tired so 

I tucked him in. 

 

FINN 

You tucked Eric in? 

 

Melissa sets the chocolates aside. She licks her fingers 

clean and grabs a fashionable winter coat. 

 

MELISSA  

That boy sure loves motorcycles. 

His room is like a shrine. 

 

Finn hands Melissa two twenties. 

 

MELISSA 

Thank you, Mister O. Any time you 

need a babysitter. 
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FINN 

I’m sure you’re Eric’s first 

choice, Melissa. Need a ride? 

 

Melissa glances upstairs at the second-floor landing where 

Eric is peering through the leaves of a potted floor plant.  

 

Eric waves. Melissa winks back.  

 

MELISSA 

Nah. I’m just around the block. 

I’ll cut through your yard. 

Anyway, the snow looks pretty. 

Good night, Mister O. Misses O.  

 

Melissa gives Liv a final glance, then exits O.S.  

 

Finn locks the front door and rests his head on it.  

 

Finn stands over Liv and spreads his feet for balance. He 

lifts her over his shoulder – staggering at first.  

 

FINN 

Pull it together, Liv.  

 

LIV 

Lee-mee alone. 

 

Finn taps his lead foot on the first step. He looks up and 

stops. Finn forces a smile as blood reaches his lip. 

 

FINN 

Oh. How yah doin’, buddy? 

 

Eric stands at the top of the stairs – his fists balled by 

his sides – defiant. He points down at Liv. 

 

ERIC 

What’s wrong with her? 

 

Liv’s arms dangle grotesquely. Finn readjusts his grip. 

 

FINN 

Oh - mom’s tired.  

 

ERIC 

She’s always tired. 
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FINN 

Guess what? Your dad is Teacher 

of the Year. They gave me a 

plaque. It’s somewhere. 

 

Finn looks around and almost loses his footing. 

 

ERIC 

Congratulations. Is she drunk? 

 

FINN 

What? Eric. 

 

ERIC 

You always say it’s important to 

ask questions. 

 

FINN 

At school - not at home.  

 

ERIC 

Why can’t you tell me? 

 

FINN 

Because it’s midnight - and 

you’re nine. 

 

Liv glares up at Eric. She snarls, barely audible. 

 

LIV 

Little bast - 

 

FINN 

Hush! Everyone! It’s bedtime. 

 

ERIC 

Dad - 

 

FINN 

Eric, please. 

 

Eric points to his nose – his tone stoic. 

 

ERIC 

You’re bleeding. 

 

Finn touches his nose and sees blood on his fingertips. 
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Eric turns, walks down the hallway and enters his bedroom. 

 

INT. O’HARA HOUSE, ERIC’S BEDROOM - NIGHT 

 

In bed, Eric wraps a pillow around his ears to muffle the 

humiliating sound of his father dragging his mother. 

 

FINN (O.S.) 

We can’t keep this up, Liv. I 

can’t. 

 

Eric opens his magazine to the centerfold. There’s a 

photograph of a sleek motorcycle speeding down a desert 

highway. The headline reads - Escape Routine. 

 

EXT. DIRT BIKE TRACK – DAY 

 

Engines buzz. A dozen MIDGET BIKERS race around a winding 

dirt course.  

 

From the stands, Finn peers through binoculars. He focuses 

on the lead biker – Eric - obscured by a helmet and gear. 

 

Eric and MIDGET BIKER 1 turn the corner side-by-side. They 

speed down the straightaway and hop a mogul in unison. But 

they land too close and their rear tires touch. Eric’s bike 

fishtails. He skids off the track and into bales of hay. 

 

Finn lowers his binoculars and springs to his feet. 

 

On the ground, Eric turns to watch the rest of the field 

cross the finish line. Eric removes his helmet and slams it 

to the ground. 

 

EXT. DIRT BIKE TRACK, RACERS’ PARKING LOT – DAY 

 

Finn hitches a bike trailer to his station wagon.  

 

Eric pushes his bike up a hill, limping and muddied.  

 

FINN 

You okay?  

 

ERIC 

I should have won. 

 

Finn tosses Eric a towel. They wipe down the dirt bike. 
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FINN 

You got comfortable. Bad things 

happen when you get comfortable.  

 

ERIC 

Whatever. 

 

Finn examines a fresh bruise on Eric’s cheek. 

 

FINN 

That’ll be a good one. Real badge 

of honor. 

 

INT./EXT. STATION WAGON - DAY  

 

Finn parks the car up the driveway with the dirt bike in 

tow. Eric stares out the passenger window. 

 

FINN 

It’s only one race, Eric. 

 

ERIC 

Dad, I don’t want mom taking me 

to the qualifiers. 

 

FINN 

What? I told you, I can’t get 

away that weekend. 

 

ERIC 

Then I’d rather not go. 

 

Finn cocks his head with a sympathetic nod. 

 

FINN 

Okay. It’s your race. Go take 

your shower. I’ll stow the bike. 

We’ll order a pizza. 

 

Eric nods and exits the car. 

 

INT. O’HARA HOUSE, KITCHEN - DAY 

 

Eric enters the back door - looks both ways – then takes a 

few steps inside.  

 

Liv enters. Her face is distorted, menacing. Eric looks up.  
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ERIC 

Mom? 

 

Liv slaps Eric hard across the face. She points. 

 

LIV 

Look! 

 

Eric turns to see a muddy trail of footprints. The boy 

holds his cheek, but doesn’t shed a tear - in shock. 

 

ERIC 

I’m sorry. 

 

LIV 

Take those boots off. Don’t go 

crying to your father. Here. I 

bought this for your birthday. 

 

Liv tosses Eric a T-shirt. He wipes his face with it. 

 

EXT. HIGH SCHOOL BUILDING - DAY 

 

SUPERIMPOSE: Nine Years Later. 

 

INT. HIGH SCHOOL, AUTO SHOP - DAY 

 

A half-dozen STUDENT MECHANICS work at their stations -

drilling and banging metal. 

 

Eric (now 18) has grown into a handsome leather jacket and 

biker boots. He stands on one side what appears to be a 

motorcycle covered by a tarp. On the other side of the 

tarp, a SHOP TEACHER claps his hands and calls out.  

 

SHOP TEACHER  

Gather round, people. Witness 

geometric perfection. Behold Eric 

O’Hara’s senior-year project. 

 

The Student Mechanics make a semi-circle.  

 

Eric pulls the tarp off. The motorcycle underneath is 

magnificently crafted. A bad-ass machine. 

 

STUDENT MECHANIC 1  

Dude, that’s sick. Does she run?  
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Eric turns the ignition key on and revs the engine. 

 

EXT. HIGH SCHOOL BUILDING - DAY 

 

Final bell rings.  

 

STUDENTS exit front and side doors. 

 

EXT. HIGH SCHOOL, STUDENT PARKING LOT - DAY 

 

Eric dons a skull cap next to a parked Harley, his Hog.  

 

A moving car comes to a sharp stop. Eric jumps back.  

 

BILLY MUGGADO (18) sticks his head outside the driver’s-

side window with a goofy grin. 

 

BILLY MUGGADO  

Fuckin’, E-O. I heard your 

project made it to the states. 

 

ERIC 

You know you’re crazy. Where’s 

your scooter, Muggsie? 

 

The car radio is on low as they talk.  

 

RADIO ANNOUNCER (V.O.) 

Massachusetts chief medical 

examiner says problems are so 

severe, possible homicides are 

being missed. Court cases have 

been delayed. The Office of 

Public Safety says turnaround 

times for toxicology reports have 

expanded from 15 days in January 

2012 to 134 days today. And 

fallout from the Annie Dookhan 

scandal is only likely to worsen 

in the months ahead as - 

 

BILLY MUGGADO  

I asked Cindy to the new Bond 

movie. My dear sister is lending 

me her car. You remember Melissa. 

 

Eric leans on the driver’s-side door and looks inside. 
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Melissa (Eric’s former babysitter, now 22) waves from the 

passenger seat. Her eyes sparkle at the sight of Eric. 

 

BILLY MUGGADO  

I gotta’ drop Mel off at her 

apartment first.  

 

Eric reaches across Billy and shuts the radio off. 

 

ERIC 

I’ll take her.  

 

BILLY MUGGADO  

Really? Mel, would you - ? 

 

Before Billy can finish, Melissa hops out of the car. 

 

INT./EXT. MOTORCYCLE – DAY 

 

Eric and Melissa straddle the Hog at a red traffic light.  

 

Melissa, wearing Eric’s skull cap, holds tight to Eric’s 

slender waist from behind. They shout to be heard. 

 

ERIC 

Your brother said you eloped. 

 

MELISSA 

Best three months of my life. 

Followed by the worst three. 

 

Eric laughs.  

 

Melissa slaps his shoulder. 

 

MELISSA 

Don’t laugh. You never been in 

love? It’s Friday. Who’s your 

date? 

 

Eric shrugs.  

 

Traffic light turns green. They ride off. 

 

INT. O’HARA HOUSE, KITCHEN – DAY 

 

Eric and Melissa enter the back door – laughing.  
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MELISSA 

Bet your room is still covered 

with those motorcycle posters. 

 

Eric stops short and instantly loses his laugh.  

 

An unattended frying pan sizzles on the stove top.  

 

Liv (now 44) slouches in a chair - frail and asleep. 

 

Eric turns the stove off. He touches Liv’s shoulder. 

 

ERIC 

Mom? 

 

Startled, Liv gets to her feet. A pill vial falls from her 

lap and rattles across the floor to Melissa’s boots.  

 

LIV 

What? 

 

ERIC 

You were asleep. 

 

LIV 

I was resting my eyes. Who turned 

my stove off? Who’s this? 

 

MELISSA 

Melissa Muggado, Misses O. 

 

Liv leans on the table for balance, her eyes unfocused.  

 

ERIC 

I’ll help you upstairs. 

 

Eric takes Liv’s elbow, but his mother jerks away. Liv 

loses her balance and falls, hitting her head on the table.  

 

Eric reaches down, but Liv starts swinging with wild lefts 

and rights. There’s a fresh gash across her forehead.  

 

ERIC 

Mom, you cut yourself. Stop.  

 

LIV 

Don’t tell me what to do.  
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Eric grabs Liv by her wrists and pulls her to her feet. Liv 

struggles all the way, crying out. 

 

LIV 

You’re hurting me.  

 

Melissa looks on, embarrassed and helpless. 

 

MELISSA 

Eric, what can I do? 

 

ERIC 

Better go, Melissa. 

 

MELISSA 

Call me later. Go to bed, Misses 

O. Listen to your son. 

 

Melissa exits the back door, visibly shaken. 

 

EXT. O’HARA HOUSE – DRIVEWAY - DAY 

 

Melissa walks briskly up the driveway toward the street.  

 

Hearing Liv’s rant from inside the house, Melissa pulls a 

hoodie over her head. She turns at the sidewalk.  

 

There, she passes a NEIGHBOR walking a dog. The dog barks.  

 

NEIGHBOR 

Barney, stop.  

 

INT. O’HARA HOUSE, KITCHEN – DAY 

 

Still struggling, Liv pulls away from Eric and falls onto 

the table. She grabs a carving knife and swings it. 

 

Eric jumps back, clutching his nicked hand - stunned. 

 

After a moment, Liv lowers her gaze and sits in silence. 

 

Eric steps closer to her. He whispers. 

 

ERIC 

Mom. Let me help you. 

 

Liv points the knife with a look of terror and confusion. 
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LIV 

Get back.  

 

Eric balls his fists and clenches his jaw. He picks up the 

pill vial from the floor and slams it onto the table.  

 

ERIC 

Take them all! 

 

Eric coddles his hurt hand and storms out the back door. 

 

EXT. RESIDENTIAL STREET – DAY 

 

Eric rides down the street on his Hog, his eyes searching.  

 

Melissa walks down the sidewalk. Hearing a bike engine, she 

turns. They meet at the curb. Eric bows his head. 

 

ERIC 

I don’t understand her. 

 

MELISSA 

She’s sick, Eric. Your hand. 

 

Melissa removes a kerchief and wraps Eric’s cut hand. 

 

EXT. GUS’S PUB - DAY 

 

Eric and Melissa ride past the pub on his Hog. From here, 

the Boston skyline is seen across the Charles River.  

 

INT. GUS’S PUB - DAY 

 

An unpretentious neighborhood joint. A sign in the window 

reads Under New Management.  

 

Finn (now 49) sits at the corner of an otherwise empty bar 

sipping coffee and reading a student’s term paper. Finn’s 

hair is grayer; the lines around his eyes are deeper. Finn 

writes on the paper’s cover in red pencil - Great Insight.  

 

GUS THE BARTENDER (30ish), a good-natured townie with a 

perpetual grin, refills Finn’s coffee mug. He also pours a 

shot of tequila off to the side.  

 

GUS THE BARTENDER 

This one’s on me.  
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Finn looks up at Gus and raises his brow. Oh? 

 

GUS THE BARTENDER 

I confess idle curiosity’s got 

the best of me, Mistah Finn.  

 

Finn puts his red pencil down. 

 

GUS THE BARTENDER 

You see, two, three times a week 

you take that stool, mark them 

papers, order a Joe and a shot - 

but you never, you know - 

 

Gus points a thumb down his mouth and jerks his head back. 

 

FINN 

Drink it? 

 

GUS THE BARTENDER 

That’s what I was wundrin’. 

Wayward parts of my ma’s side 

would consider that sacrilege - 

wasting good liquor. 

 

Finn twists the shot glass a turn - but doesn’t lift it. 

 

FINN 

Why walk away from a perfectly 

good shot of tequila? It’s an 

important question, Gus.  

 

GUS THE BARTENDER 

Thank you, Mistah Finn. I try. 

 

FINN 

I guess – I guess to prove to 

myself I can.  

 

Gus looks puzzled. Huh? Finn drops a ten spot on the bar. 

 

FINN 

Night, Gus.  

 

Finn slides the student papers back into his briefcase. 

 

COOKIE (30), a whisper of a woman, enters. 
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Cookie wears a domestic’s uniform and carries a well-

traveled carpet bag. Her accent hints at a southern drawl.  

 

GUS THE BARTENDER 

Can I help you, miss? 

 

COOKIE 

Do you have a jukebox? 

 

Gus points to a jukebox in the corner.  

 

Cookie spreads a dollar bill on the bar top. Hers are 

working hands, nails bitten short with no polish. 

 

COOKIE 

May I trouble you for change? 

 

Gus leans on the bar top, grinning ear-to-ear.  

 

GUS THE BARTENDER 

Say, you’re from Dixie, ain-cha? 

 

COOKIE 

Yes, sir. 

 

GUS THE BARTENDER 

I got an ear for dialects. Guess 

I was born with it. 

 

COOKIE 

I declare.  

 

GUS THE BARTENDER 

Ha. Hear that, Mistah Finn?  

 

Finn’s eyes are fixed on Cookie. She returns the look. 

 

COOKIE 

Ever have a song play in your 

head all day? Can’t seem to shake 

this one.  

 

Gus opens the register and stacks four quarters on the bar 

top. 

 

Cookie takes the coins and saunters to the jukebox. She 

slides a finger down a song list and stops at a title.  
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COOKIE 

It’s here. Sure I won’t be 

disturbin’ your business? 

 

Finn glances around at the empty pub. 

 

Gus just winks. 

 

GUS THE BARTENDER 

Go right ahead, darlin’. My lunch 

crowd loves music. 

 

Cookie drops a coin into the juke box slot. A slow, 

melancholy tune plays.  

 

Cookie stretches as if waking from a long winter’s sleep. 

Her movement is fluid, sultry, other-worldly. 

 

Gus and Finn crane their necks for better looks. 

 

Cookie shuts her eyes and sways, lost in the melody. 

 

Finn’s eyes shift toward the tequila shot on the bar top.  

 

The music stops.  

 

Cookie opens her eyes - refreshed. She grabs her carpet bag 

and heads for the front door.  

 

COOKIE 

Lovely place.  

 

Gus removes his Boston Bruins cap and wipes his receding 

forehead with a bar towel. 

 

GUS THE BARTENDER 

Come again, miss. 

 

COOKIE 

I just may. 

 

Cookie catches Finn’s gaze as she passes and exits O.S.  

 

Finn snaps back to reality and grabs his briefcase. 

 

FINN 

Night, Gus.  
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GUS THE BARTENDER 

Night, Mistah Finn. Enjoy the 

long weekend. 

 

Finn exits O.S.  

 

Alone, Gus snaps up the shot of tequila and downs it. 

 

EXT. O’HARA HOUSE, PORCH - NIGHT 

 

Finn stops to clip a rose from the front porch trellis. 

 

INT. O’HARA HOUSE, FOYER - NIGHT 

 

Finn enters. He rests his briefcase by the front door.  

 

Hobie Cat, now fully grown, rubs against Finn’s leg.  

 

Something catches Finn’s eye: A lady’s boot lies sideways 

at the base of the stairs. Inside the boot is an empty pint 

bottle. Finn unscrews the cap and sniffs it. 

 

FINN 

Christ.  

 

Finn’s eyes are drawn toward a sound upstairs. He sniffs 

the air. His eyes widen - instant dread. 

 

A smoke alarm shrieks. Finn drops the bottle and runs. 

 

INT. O’HARA HOUSE, KITCHEN - NIGHT 

 

Flames lick the ceiling from a blazing pan on the stove. 

 

FINN 

My God! 

 

Finn ducks low to reach the stove’s knob as scalding grease 

splatters. With outstretched fingertips, Finn turns the 

burner off. But smoke keeps billowing from the pan. 

 

Finn grabs a lid and tries to smother the pan. But the heat 

is too great and Finn drops the lid. He leaps back to avoid 

hot grease splashing on the floor. 

 

FINN 

Gah-dammit! 
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Finn thrusts his hand under cold water. He screams out. 

 

FINN 

Liv! 

 

INT. O’HARA HOUSE, FOYER - NIGHT 

 

Finn kneels at the bottom step wrapping a wet towel around 

his hand. He shouts upstairs - spitting mad, face red, the 

veins in his neck pulsing with rage. 

 

FINN 

You trying to kill us all? Get 

down here! 

 

INT. O’HARA HOUSE, MASTER BEDROOM - NIGHT 

 

Finn bursts through the door at the height of his fury. 

 

Liv lies in bed in a fetal position - still. Her ribs show 

through a silk nightgown. She clutches an empty pill vial. 

 

Finn moves closer to her, his chest pounding. 

 

FINN 

What did you do? 

 

Liv’s eyes spring open, then slowly close.  

 

Finn picks up a lone pill from the bed. 

 

FINN 

How many did you take? Should I 

call an ambulance?  

 

Finn removes his cell phone from his pocket, but doesn’t 

dial. Instead, he circles the bed - eyes hollow, muttering. 

 

FINN 

When did you become this selfish 

woman - this ghost? Too much, too 

much damage. Well, say something! 

Are you a fucking carrot? Talk!  

 

Finn pockets his cell phone. He carefully places the lone 

pill back onto the bed. With an eerie calm, he pulls a bed 

sheet up from Liv’s feet and covers her bare shoulders.  
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FINN 

All right. We’ll do it your way. 

We’ll wait for morning.  

 

Finn steps backwards, careful not to disrupt anything. He 

grabs a bike helmet from a bureau top and inadvertently 

knocks over a framed photo of Liv before exiting O.S. 

 

EXT. O’HARA HOUSE, FRONT PORCH - DAY 

 

Morning sun shines on Finn’s face. He’s wearing shorts and 

sneakers. He dons his bike helmet and glances at his watch. 

 

BEGIN MONTAGE 

 

A) EXT. LONGFELLOW BRIDGE - DAY 

 

Finn peddles parallel to a passing Red Line train. 

 

B) EXT. BOSTON PROPER - DAY 

 

Finn peddles through light Saturday morning traffic and 

veers past a sign for the Boston Common. 

 

C) EXT. COMMONWEALTH AVENUE - DAY 

 

Finn churns his peddles down a tree-lined avenue. The 

driver’s-side door of a parked car opens ahead. Finn 

swerves to avoid a collision without breaking stride. 

 

D) EXT. CASTLE ISLAND - DAY 

 

Finn walks his bike to a bench outside Fort Independence. 

He sits on the bench and looks out at Boston Harbor. 

 

END MONTAGE 

 

INT. O’HARA HOUSE, KITCHEN - DAY 

 

A wall phone rings.  

 

Finn enters from the back door, sweating. He removes his 

bike helmet and answers the phone on the third ring.  

 

FINN 

Hello? (listens) She missed her 

hair appointment? I’ll tell her.  
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INT. O’HARA HOUSE, MASTER BEDROOM - DAY 

 

Finn enters. The shades are still drawn.  

 

Liv lies in the same fetal position. Finn moves closer. 

 

FINN 

Liv? 

 

Finn reaches out with trembling fingertips. He touches 

Liv’s cold shoulder and jerks his hand back with a gasp. 

 

EXT. O’HARA HOUSE - NIGHT 

 

The flashing lights of an ambulance and police cruiser draw 

CURIOUS NEIGHBORS to front porches. 

 

INT. O’HARA HOUSE, MASTER BEDROOM - NIGHT 

 

A camera flashes on Liv’s ashen face. A PHOTOGRAPHER takes 

multiple shots of her lifeless body. 

 

The house is active with FIRST RESPONDERS and scratchy 

radio transmissions: Woman. Mid-forties. Apparent overdose. 

 

INT. O’HARA HOUSE, KITCHEN - NIGHT 

 

Finn sits at the kitchen table smoking a cigarette to the 

filter. His quivering hand is wrapped with gauze.  

 

DETECTIVE WHITE (late 30s), cool and detached, pulls up a 

chair and sits across the table from Finn.  

 

DETECTIVE WHITE 

Sorry for your loss. I’m 

Detective White. I often find it 

best to talk while memory is 

fresh. But if you’d rather come 

to the station later – 

 

Finn shakes his head, no.  

 

Detective White opens a notepad.  

 

DETECTIVE WHITE 

Attending officer said you left 

the house early. A bike ride?  
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Finn nods and blows out cigarette smoke.  

 

DETECTIVE WHITE 

Where’d you go? 

 

FINN 

Um, Castle Island. 

 

DETECTIVE WHITE 

Southie? Quite a ways from here. 

Before you left was your wife 

having any trouble? 

 

FINN 

No. I mean I don’t know.  

 

Detective White leans closer, tilting his head.  

 

Finn dashes the cigarette out in a crowded plate.  

 

FINN 

I didn’t see Liv this morning. I 

slept in the guest room. Last 

night when I came home – 

 

DETECTIVE WHITE 

What time was that? 

 

FINN 

Seven – eight. 

 

DETECTIVE WHITE 

Sorry - go on. 

 

FINN 

Liv was already in bed. She said 

she felt a cold coming on. I 

didn’t want to disturb her.  

 

Detective White gestures at the gauze around Finn’s hand. 

 

DETECTIVE WHITE 

Hurt yourself? 

 

FINN 

Eh. Stove. 
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Detective White glances up at the scorched ceiling.  

 

DETECTIVE WHITE 

So you teach at the high school? 

 

FINN 

English comp. 

 

DETECTIVE WHITE 

What time did school let out? 

 

FINN 

Noon. Friday was early release.  

 

DETECTIVE WHITE 

So you didn’t come straight home. 

 

FINN 

No. I, um, went to a matinee. 

 

DETECTIVE WHITE 

Ah. My wife sneaks off to a 

matinee once in a while. 

 

FINN 

I wasn’t sneaking, detective. 

 

DETECTIVE WHITE 

No. What did you see? 

 

Finn thinks – then removes a ticket stub from his wallet 

and tosses it on the table.  

 

Detective White glances at the time on the ticket - 1 pm. 

 

DETECTIVE WHITE 

Must have ended around two-

thirty, three. What then? 

 

FINN 

I stopped off at a neighborhood 

joint - Gus’s.  

 

Detective White writes on his notepad: Bar. Gus. 3-4 pm??? 

 

DETECTIVE WHITE 

Meet anyone there? 
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Finn shakes his head, no. 

 

DETECTIVE WHITE 

How long did you stay? 

 

FINN 

Couple hours. It was final-exam 

week. I needed to regroup. Later 

I stopped off to watch a Little 

League game in the park. I must 

have lost track of time. 

 

Finn rubs his red eyes and sits back. 

 

DETECTIVE WHITE 

Want to take a break?  

 

FINN 

No. Let’s finish. 

 

DETECTIVE WHITE 

How often did your wife drink? 

 

FINN 

Drinking was Liv’s passion. All 

else came second. 

 

DETECTIVE WHITE 

Did you drink with your wife last 

night, Mister O’Hara? 

 

FINN 

I haven’t had a drink in three 

years. 

 

DETECTIVE WHITE 

Then the answer’s no. 

 

FINN 

Yes, the answer’s no. 

 

Detective White leans forward with a puzzled look.  

 

DETECTIVE WHITE 

You did say you went to a bar? 

 

Finn sits up and pushes the plate of cigarettes away.  
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FINN 

I drank coffee - graded papers. 

It’s quiet that time of day. 

 

Footsteps approach from the foyer.  

 

ERIC (O.S.) 

Dad? 

 

Eric and a PATROLMAN appear in the kitchen doorway.  

 

Finn springs to his feet.  

 

FINN 

Eric.  

 

ERIC 

It’s mom, isn’t it? 

 

Detective White leans forward with a suspicious glint. 

 

DETECTIVE WHITE 

We’re almost done, Mister O’Hara. 

 

FINN 

Eric, I’ll be right there. 

 

Eric moves to the Living Room O.S. 

 

Detective White holds up a clear plastic evidence bag 

containing Liv’s pill vial.  

 

DETECTIVE WHITE 

What can you tell me about this? 

 

Finn reads the prescription label: Olivia O’Hara. 

Fluoxetine. Do not refill. 

 

FINN 

Liv struggled with the blues. 

 

DETECTIVE WHITE 

This is heavy medication, sir. 

You let your wife drink and pop 

these at the same time? 

 

Finn crosses his arms to restrain himself. 
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FINN 

Let? Tell me detective - you keep 

track of your wife’s pills? If 

so, you’re a better man than me. 

 

DETECTIVE WHITE 

One more question. Do you think 

this was an accident or did your 

wife intend to - ? 

 

Finn shakes his head. 

 

FINN 

I honestly don’t know. What’s 

next, detective? 

 

Detective White closes his notepad. 

 

DETECTIVE  

Autopsy. I’ll be in touch. I’d 

like a word with your son. 

 

INT. O’HARA HOUSE, LIVING ROOM - NIGHT 

 

Eric lies on a recliner. Finn takes a knee next to his son 

watching a spider spin a web in a corner.  

 

ERIC 

Was it the pills? 

 

Finn glances over his shoulder - guarded. 

 

The Patrolman stands in the doorway - his back to them.  

 

Finn leans closer to Eric and speaks in a hushed tone. 

 

FINN 

What do you know about pills? 

 

ERIC 

I’m not blind, dad. She hated me.  

 

FINN 

What? No. Eric, none of this has 

to do with you.  

 

Eric gets to his feet, agitated and favoring his hurt hand. 
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ERIC 

Even now you can’t be straight 

with me. I want to forget her. 

Forget all about her. 

 

FINN 

Listen. This detective wants a 

word. Keep is simple. Yes – no - 

I don’t know. No need to further 

tarnish your mother’s memory. 

 

INT. O’HARA HOUSE, FOYER – NIGHT 

 

Two EMTs carry Liv’s corpse down the stairs on a gurney. 

 

INT. O’HARA HOUSE, KITCHEN – NIGHT 

 

Eric sits across the table from Detective White.  

 

ERIC 

After school. Mom was cooking. 

 

DETECTIVE WHITE 

Notice anything unusual about 

your mother? 

 

ERIC 

Unusual? No. 

 

DETECTIVE WHITE 

Was your father home? 

 

ERIC 

No. 

 

DETECTIVE WHITE 

Anyone else here? 

 

Eric glances at a rack of kitchen knives.  

 

ERIC 

No. 

 

Detective White notices Eric flexing his hand. 

 

DETECTIVE WHITE 

How’d you hurt your hand? 
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ERIC 

Eh. Wrench slipped. 

 

INT. O’HARA HOUSE, FOYER - NIGHT 

 

The police and EMTs are long gone.  

 

Folding chairs and flower bouquets now line the corridor.  

 

Wearing a dark suit, Finn drapes a top coat over the 

stooped shoulders of Principal Ted (now 65).  

 

PRINCIPAL TED 

Lovely reception, Finn. Eric’s 

become a fine young man.  

 

FINN 

He’s been through a lot, Teddy. 

 

PRINCIPAL TED 

Young people, they bounce back. 

It’s you, Finn, I’m worried.  

 

FINN 

Me? I’m fine.  

 

Principal Ted picks up Liv’s high-school portrait from 

among several photos displayed on a table. 

 

PRINCIPAL TED 

At your ceremony, Liv told me she 

once dreamed of being a dancer.  

 

FINN 

Once. (beat) Liv blamed Eric. 

 

PRINCIPAL TED 

Blamed Eric? For what?  

 

FINN 

Not really sure. It was a 

complicated birth. They had to 

cut. Anyway, after Eric was born, 

Liv grew more detached - morose. 

 

PRINCIPAL TED 

Post-partum depression?  
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FINN 

We never talked much about it – 

about anything really. I was just 

hoping things would go back to 

normal – whatever that was. 

 

Finn takes Liv’s high-school portrait from Principal Ted. 

 

FINN 

At seventeen, Liv lit up a room. 

I was best friends with her older 

brother, Michael. Freshman year - 

Christmas break - Liv comes home 

- finds Michael in the basement. 

Hanging would be a selfish way to 

kill yourself - don’t you think?   

 

PRINCIPAL TED 

Hadn’t thought of it that way. 

 

FINN 

Michael’s suicide bonded us. Liv 

and I were never more close.  

 

PRINCIPAL TED 

Finn - 

 

FINN 

Wanna’ laugh? I served Liv her 

first drink. She didn’t even want 

it. Relax, I said. It’ll help you 

relax. What did I do, Teddy? 

 

Principal Ted hands Finn a cigar. He bites the tip off 

another cigar and looks for a place to spit it. 

 

PRINCIPAL TED 

This Detective White’s been 

asking questions at school. 

 

FINN 

Questions - about what? 

 

PRINCIPAL TED 

Alcohol. Drugs. Child abuse. 

 

Finn slides the unlit cigar into his top jacket pocket. 
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FINN 

And what did you say? 

 

PRINCIPAL TED 

He asked me not to discuss it.  

 

FINN 

Huh. So this is why you’re the 

last to leave? 

 

PRINCIPAL TED 

Finn, you and I go way back - but 

I got a school to run. I want you 

to take some time with this. 

 

FINN 

I don’t need time. I’m ready to 

teach. 

 

PRINCIPAL TED 

I know you think you’re made of 

steel, my friend - but you buried 

your wife this morning.  

 

Principal Ted lights his cigar. 

 

PRINCIPAL TED 

Truth is your presence would be 

disruptive at this time. Don’t 

worry. This cop says his inquest 

should be done in a month.  

 

FINN 

A month? What do I do ‘til then? 

 

Principal Ted taps Finn’s cheek. 

 

PRINCIPAL TED 

Get some sleep. You look like 

hell. 

 

Principal Ted exits O.S. Finn locks the front door. 

 

INT. O’HARA HOUSE, KITCHEN - NIGHT 

 

Finn raises a bottle of wine in mock salute to a photo of 

Liv on a shelf above the kitchen sink. 
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FINN 

Happy? 

 

Finn turns the bottle sideways and pours wine down the 

sink. But he reconsiders, brings the bottle to his lips and 

drinks.  

 

INT. O’HARA HOUSE, BATHROOM - NIGHT 

 

Finn strokes his worn face in the mirror. His bleary gaze 

is drawn to a metallic object off to the side.  

 

A paperclip dangles from a string inside the toilet tank. 

Finn lifts the tank top and fishes out a pint bottle.  

 

FINN 

Poor kid. Really had you.  

 

INT. O’HARA HOUSE, KITCHEN - DAY 

 

Eric, wearing sweats, sits under a dim light spooning ice 

cream from a carton. His leg bounces incessantly. 

 

Finn enters, wearing a robe and slippers. He turns on a 

bright overhead light.  

 

Eric shields his eyes and protests. 

 

ERIC 

Hey.  

 

Finn shuts the light off and shuffles to the refrigerator. 

 

FINN 

You’re up early. 

 

ERIC 

Couldn’t sleep.  

 

Finn sits at the table with a plate of cold leftovers. 

 

Eric slides an envelope across the table.  

 

ERIC 

I need you to sign this. 

 

Finn puts on glasses and reads the letter. He grins. 
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FINN 

Well-well. Graduating early. 

 

ERIC 

Take control of it before it 

controls you.  

 

FINN 

Ha. Never thought you heard a 

word I said.  

 

ERIC 

No, dad. I’m a good listener. 

 

Finn signs the letter and slides it back to Eric. 

 

FINN 

I gave it some thought. With your 

grades and engineering talent - 

M.I.T. They’ll be lucky – 

 

ERIC 

I took a job out west, dad. 

 

FINN 

- to have you. What? 

 

ERIC 

Motocross outfit. My shop teacher 

introduced me to the owner. 

 

Finn pushes his plate aside. 

 

FINN 

Motocross? When did this - ? 

 

ERIC 

Just did. The owner wants a 

designer with an adventurous 

spirit. Doesn’t pay much, but 

I’ll get a chance to ride.  

 

FINN 

Ride? You mean race. 

 

ERIC 

I leave Monday for San Diego. 
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FINN 

San Diego? California?  

 

ERIC 

That’s the one.  

 

Finn rubs his temples with a grimace. 

 

FINN 

How many bones have you broken? 

What - two, three concussions? 

Why tempt fate, Eric? You got it 

made here.  

 

Eric throws the empty ice cream carton into the trash. 

 

ERIC 

You see life through blinders, 

dad. I’m going for a run. 

 

Eric exits the back door, leaving Finn with a puzzled look. 

 

INT. O’HARA HOUSE, MASTER BEDROOM - DAY 

 

In bed, Finn is awakened by an alarm clock. Monday, 5 am.  

 

Finn reaches for the top shelf in his closet. He pulls down 

a new fire-red helmet with the tag still attached. 

 

EXT. O’HARA HOUSE, DRIVEWAY - DAY 

 

Morning sun casts a shadow over Eric’s motorcycle packed 

for distance. Eric latches a saddlebag closed. He looks up.  

 

ERIC 

What’s this? 

 

Finn walks up the driveway carrying the new red helmet. 

Finn gestures at the chipped skull cap strapped to Eric’s 

sissy bar. 

 

FINN 

I couldn’t let you cross country 

in that relic. What kind of 

father would that make me? At 

least drivers can see you now. 

Here. Don’t scratch it. 
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Finn hands the helmet to Eric, who admires it. 

 

ERIC 

I could go to the moon in this.   

 

FINN 

California’s far enough. Here.  

 

Finn opens his wallet, pulls out several bills and stuffs 

the money into Eric’s leather jacket pocket.  

 

ERIC 

Dad, I’m fine. 

 

FINN 

For the road. Don’t argue.  

 

ERIC 

I’m not arguing. 

 

FINN 

When will I see you again? 

 

Eric zips his jacket.  

 

ERIC 

Down the road, I guess. 

 

Eric glances at the roses in bloom on the porch trellis.  

 

Seeing this, Finn looks over his shoulder. 

 

FINN 

Mom’s roses will outlive us all. 

She loved you very much. 

 

Eric glances at his boots and shakes his head. 

 

ERIC 

And we were getting along so 

well. I’m curious. Did you ever 

consider leaving that woman?  

 

Finn, caught off balance, grabs Eric’s jacket sleeve. 

 

FINN 

You’re talking about your mother.  
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ERIC 

I know who I’m talking about. Do 

you? On mom’s best day she 

treated me like an inconvenience.  

 

FINN 

Now? You drop this on me now? 

 

Eric points at Finn, fighting to control his emotions. 

 

ERIC 

Now? Where’ve you been the past 

eighteen years? No, dad. I’m 

through living a lie.  

 

FINN 

What lie? 

 

ERIC 

Mom was incapable of love. She 

just wasn’t wired that way. I 

need to get away from her. So do 

you. Look, I don’t want to fight. 

I don’t have time. I gotta’ make 

four hundred miles before dark.  

 

Eric extends his hand. Finn pauses, then shakes it.  

 

FINN 

I still think you should fly.  

 

Eric leans forward and pats his fuel tank. 

 

ERIC 

Fly? Then I wouldn’t get to cross 

a desert - escape routine. 

 

Finn cocks his head. Huh? 

 

Eric dons the new helmet and signals a thumbs-up. He starts 

the motorcycle engine with a short rev.  

 

Finn kisses his fingertips and taps his son’s helmet. Eric 

points to the back seat and shouts over the engine noise. 

 

ERIC 

Hop on. I got an extra helmet. 
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FINN 

Go. Be happy.  

 

Eric points to his covered ears. 

 

ERIC 

What? 

 

Finn steps away from the motorcycle. 

 

EXT. NEIGHBORING STREET - DAY  

 

Eric rides past a row of triple-decker apartment buildings. 

 

EXT. APARTMENT BUILDING - NIGHT  

 

A woman’s silhouette appears in a top-floor window. 

 

INT. TOP-FLOOR APARTMENT, LIVING ROOM - NIGHT  

 

Cookie - the woman from the pub - pours herself a drink.  

 

The walls are covered with National Geographic cover shots: 

elephants, giraffes, tigers, walruses, penguins and sharks.  

 

Above this wildlife menagerie is the photo of a man (JOHN), 

fit and tan, standing on a Jeep in some savannah wearing 

jungle boots, khaki shorts and aiming a zoom lens.  

 

JOHN (40s) enters with a camera around his neck, searching. 

 

JOHN 

I know I bought batteries.  

 

COOKIE 

Try top drawer. 

 

John opens a top drawer and pulls out a pack of batteries.  

  

JOHN 

I don’t understand this 

compulsion to hide my things. 

 

COOKIE 

It’s a woman’s touch.  

 

John shakes his head. As he passes, Cookie grabs his arm. 
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      COOKIE 

John. 

 

JOHN 

Cookie, I have two hours to pack. 

 

COOKIE 

Talk to me. 

 

JOHN 

I have been. You’re just not 

listening. You’re drinking too 

much. 

 

John takes the glass from Cookie’s hand and sets it aside.  

 

COOKIE 

I have a lot on my mind. 

 

JOHN 

It should never have gotten this 

far. We both know it.  

 

COOKIE 

I can’t stand it when you’re mad 

at me. 

 

JOHN 

I’m not mad. Look at you. 

 

John hands Cookie a box of tissues. She blows her nose and 

winks at him. 

 

COOKIE 

Attractive, huh?  

 

JOHN 

Listen. You listening? 

 

COOKIE 

Uh huh. 

 

JOHN 

I’ll be away three weeks. That’s 

plenty of time. But when I get 

back, you got to be gone. 

Understand? Out.  
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John hands Cookie an open envelope stuffed with cash. 

 

COOKIE 

What’s this? 

 

JOHN 

Three grand. I had to ford a 

croc-infested river for that.  

 

COOKIE 

You’re very generous, John. And 

brave. I rely on your strength. 

 

JOHN 

Stop. If you don’t want to get an 

apartment by yourself right away, 

stay with your sister. She’s a 

half-hour down the turnpike. 

 

COOKIE 

I can’t. We’d kill each other. 

 

JOHN 

There’s always your mother. 

 

Cookie stuffs the cash envelope into her carpet bag. 

 

COOKIE 

I’m never going back south. And 

this is a loan.  

 

JOHN 

Forget it. 

 

COOKIE 

A loan.  

 

John moves a strand of hair from Cookie’s face.  

 

JOHN 

What is it? Is it Kendry? You got 

to forget him. Erase him from 

memory. Move on. 

 

COOKIE 

My whole life has been about 

moving on – no real destination.  
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JOHN 

Cookie, Cookie. Did I ever tell 

you how much I admired you?  

 

Cookie wipes an eye with a disbelieving laugh. 

 

COOKIE 

Ha. You lie. Why would anyone 

admire me?  

 

John draws Cookie closer – she rests her head on his chest. 

 

JOHN 

C’mere. You have the strength to 

persevere. You’re like an Emperor 

penguin.  

 

Cookie gazes up at John. 

 

COOKIE 

You tryin’ to sweet-talk me? 

 

JOHN 

You’ll find your way, Cookie. 

There’s no one like you.  

 

COOKIE 

Is that good? 

 

INT. POLICE STATION, LOBBY - DAY 

 

Finn asks for directions from LOBBY ATTENDANT, who points. 

 

INT. POLICE STATION, INTERVIEW ROOM - DAY 

 

Finn sits in a stark room with sound-proof walls. 

 

Detective White enters and puts a cup of coffee on a table. 

 

DETECTIVE WHITE 

We’re out of milk.  

 

FINN 

You said you had something to 

show me, detective. 

 

Detective White slides a folder marked “Evidence” to Finn.  
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Finn opens the folder to a grainy photo - Liv’s arms.  

He studies the photo, looks up and shrugs. So? 

 

Detective White points to a shadowy area on her wrists.  

 

DETECTIVE WHITE 

Those are bruises. M.E. says 

they’re consistent with a 

struggle.  

 

Finn opens a report titled “Preliminary Findings.”  

 

Next to “Cause of Death” is typed “Possible Overdose.” Next 

to “Manner of Death” is typed “Pending.” 

 

DETECTIVE WHITE 

Did you get into a fight with 

your wife, Mister O’Hara? 

 

Finn closes the folder and sits back with a cross attitude.  

 

FINN 

Absolutely not. 

 

Detective White shows Finn a second photo with a gash 

across Liv’s forehead.  

 

DETECTIVE WHITE 

Any idea how that gash got there? 

 

FINN 

None. Liv fell a lot.  

 

Detective White flips to a page in his notepad. 

 

DETECTIVE WHITE 

After work, you said you went to 

a movie - then a pub where you 

drank coffee and graded papers. 

 

FINN 

Yes. 

 

DETECTIVE WHITE 

That night you slept in the guest 

room so you wouldn’t disturb your 

wife who was nursing a cold.  
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FINN 

Again, yes. 

 

DETECTIVE WHITE 

Any part of that you’d like to 

revise, Mister O’Hara? 

 

FINN 

No. Why would I? 

 

DETECTIVE WHITE 

Did you see your son that night?  

 

Finn shakes his head, no - slides the evidence folder back.  

 

DETECTIVE WHITE 

I’d like to speak to him.  

 

FINN 

Eric’s out of town working. 

 

DETECTIVE WHITE 

I’ll take care of it, sir. Thank 

you for coming in. 

 

Finn stands and turns to Detective White. 

 

FINN 

I can’t work until you resolve 

this. 

 

DETECTIVE WHITE 

Forensics is all backed up.  

 

FINN 

Liv killed herself, detective. 

What more do you need? 

 

DETECTIVE WHITE 

I’ll be in touch, Mister O’Hara.  

 

FINN 

Right. 

 

INT. TOP-FLOOR APARTMENT, LIVING ROOM - NIGHT  

 

Two lit cigarettes smolder in an ashtray.  
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Cookie paces the room balancing a cell phone between her 

ear and shoulder. She puts a third cigarette to her mouth. 

 

COOKIE 

What do you mean I only call when 

the walls are crashing in? What a 

thing to say.  

 

Cookie lights a match. A smoke alarm shrieks overhead.  

 

Cookie grabs a broom and jabs at the smoke detector. Pieces 

fall from the ceiling, but the alarm stops.  

 

COOKIE 

John’s not my boyfriend. On 

safari. The Amazon, the Congo – 

wherever they do such things. I 

need to make a change, Syl. Yes, 

I need to spread my wings again. 

No, I don’t need a lecture. 

 

A BABY cries over the phone.  

 

Cookie winces at the sound.  

 

COOKIE 

That the baby? Must be a handful. 

I was wondering - could I crash 

by you? A week - two at the -  

 

As she listens, Cookie fingers a charm necklace. 

 

COOKIE 

I understand. Babies must have 

needs, too. Me? I’ll get by. You 

know me - I’m a penguin. Nothing. 

Oh, almost forgot to tell you - 

Mama’s dying. Yeah, I got word. I 

guess we should do something. 

 

EXT. GUS’S PUB - NIGHT 

 

BAR PATRONS smoke cigarettes outside the front door. 

 

INT. GUS’S PUB - NIGHT 

 

A THREE-MAN BAND has several COUPLES two-stepping. 
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Cookie sits cross-legged on a bar stool chewing gum.  

 

She’s added a touch of makeup and nail polish. Her skirt is 

almost long enough to cover the razor cuts on her thigh. 

Her carpet bag lies at the base of her stool. 

 

YOUNG BUCK (23), chiseled, approaches Cookie from the side.  

 

YOUNG BUCK 

Wanna’ dance? 

 

Cookie looks Young Buck up and down - tempted.  

 

COOKIE 

Better not. 

 

YOUNG BUCK 

Aw, don’t be like that. I can 

tell you want to. 

 

COOKIE 

Yeah, but, uh - too young. 

 

YOUNG BUCK 

Twenty-three today. What’s your 

name? 

 

Cookie blows a large bubble. Young Buck pokes at it. 

 

COOKIE 

Like I said - too young. 

 

YOUNG BUCK 

Well, hello, Miss Tu Yung. Funny, 

you don’t look Chinese. Come on, 

one dance. Would it kill yah? 

 

COOKIE 

Look, you seem like a nice kid. 

But I don’t have time for fun and 

games – not no more. 

 

YOUNG BUCK 

Well, Miss Tu Yung, if you change 

your mind. You’re wicked pretty.  

 

Young Buck tips an imaginary hat and retreats O.S. 
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Gus the Bartender places a mint julep in front of Cookie.  

 

She sips it through a straw and nods her approval.  

 

GUS THE BARTENDER  

Don’t get many calls for mint 

juleps.  

 

Gus moves two seats over where Finn sits alone. He’s 

clutching a warm beer with both hands, his head down.  

 

GUS THE BARTENDER  

Good here, Mistah Finn? 

 

Finn glances up - unshaven - eyes red. 

 

FINN 

Yeah, Gus. Good. 

 

Gus moves on, leaving Finn in Cookie’s field of vision. 

 

Cookie studies Finn’s beleaguered profile and calls out. 

 

COOKIE 

Do I know you? Since turning 

thirty, my eyes ain’t been so 

good. 

 

Finn turns sideways. They exchange looks of recognition.  

 

COOKIE 

I remember you. You wore that 

thin tie – fancy briefcase. You 

an insurance salesman? 

 

Finn shakes his head, no, and returns to his beer. 

 

Cookie slides a seat closer.  

 

COOKIE 

You havin’ a bad day? 

 

FINN 

What? 

 

COOKIE 

I’m havin’ a bad day. 
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FINN 

Sorry. 

 

Cookie surveys the pub. It’s mostly couples. From across 

the bar, Young Buck waves. Cookie turns back to Finn. 

 

COOKIE 

If you’d rather be alone, that’s 

okay. It’s just - you looked like 

you could use some conversation, 

too. 

 

Cookie slides back to her original seat. 

 

After a moment, Finn turns his head toward her. 

 

FINN 

I am. 

 

COOKIE 

What? 

 

FINN 

Having a bad day. It’s becoming a 

habit. 

 

COOKIE 

Better be careful. Iffn’ an angel 

flies overhead, that sour puss 

could become permanent. 

 

The band cranks up a bouncy Irish tune. Cookie slides off 

her stool and begins to dance in place.  

 

Cookie takes Finn’s hand. 

 

COOKIE 

Dance with me. 

 

FINN 

What?  

 

COOKIE 

Dance. 

 

FINN 

I can’t.  
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COOKIE 

You look healthy enough. Want 

people to think I’m a loser? 

 

From behind, Young Buck takes Cookie’s hand and spins her 

around. He flashes of row of perfect teeth. 

 

YOUNG BUCK 

I’ll take that dance.  

 

Not amused, Cookie pokes a stiff finger into Young Buck’s 

chest. Each poke gets harder. 

 

COOKIE 

I-said-too-young! 

 

YOUNG BUCK 

Ha. You’re crazy.  

 

COOKIE 

Crazy? I’ll show you crazy. 

 

Cookie raises an open hand, coiled to strike. 

 

Quick to react, Finn snags Cookie’s wrist on the backswing.  

 

FINN 

Whoa. 

 

Cookie kicks at Young Buck, just missing his groin.  

 

Finn grabs Cookie around the waist to hold her back.  

 

FINN 

I’d move on, son. 

 

YOUNG BUCK 

And if I don’t?  

 

FINN 

I’ll let her go.  

 

YOUNG BUCK 

Just asked for a dance.  

 

FINN 

No harm.  
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Young Buck points a finger at Cookie before moving O.S. 

 

YOUNG BUCK 

I was wrong. You ain’t so pretty. 

 

Cookie lunges at Young Buck, but Finn holds her back.   

 

COOKIE 

People judgin’ other people they 

don’t know nothin’ about – makes 

me lose my religion. 

 

FINN 

Now-now. Give me your hand. 

 

COOKIE 

What? Who are you? 

 

Finn takes Cookie’s left hand and places it on top of his 

right shoulder. He holds her right hand with his left - 

then slides his right hand to the small of her back.  

 

Finn guides Cookie to the dance floor. One-two slide. One-

two slide. As Cookie follows Finn’s lead, her anger ebbs.  

 

Cookie – as calm as bread pudding - looks up at Finn. 

  

COOKIE 

Hey, you’re good. 

 

FINN 

Anyway, that’s how I recall it. 

 

EXT. GUS’S PUB - NIGHT 

 

Taxis line up at a curbside stand. 

 

INT. GUS’S PUB - NIGHT 

 

Cookie and Finn dance to a slow tune. Her head drops to his 

chest, but she quickly recovers. 

 

COOKIE 

Sorry. 

 

FINN 

No harm. 
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The music stops. BAND MEMBER 1 steps up to the mic. 

 

BAND MEMBER 1 

God bless, folks. Get home safe.  

 

Gus clangs a bell from behind the bar. 

 

GUS THE BARTENDER 

Ladies and gents, you don’t have 

to go home, but you can’t stay 

here. Take it up with Uncle Sam. 

 

Cookie, tugging down her hiked skirt, looks up at Finn. 

 

COOKIE 

Thanks for the dance.  

 

Finn clears his throat, mustering courage.  

 

FINN 

You hungry?  

 

INT. DINER, BOOTH - NIGHT 

 

Cookie reaches across table - plucks fry from Finn’s plate. 

 

Finn smiles – but it fades fast. 

 

COOKIE 

You should do that more often. 

You’re handsome when you smile.  

 

Finn studies Cookie’s face, trying to make sense of her. 

 

FINN 

You putting me on? 

 

COOKIE 

What do you mean?  

 

FINN 

What’s your name? 

 

COOKIE 

Cookie. Mama used to say I was a 

sweet treat. Then she’d lock me 

in our tater cellar.  
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FINN 

She what? 

 

Cookie fingers her charm necklace.  

 

COOKIE 

Say, mister -  

 

FINN 

Finn. My name’s Finn. 

 

Cookie reaches across the table and twists the gold band 

around Finn’s ring finger. 

 

COOKIE 

Is there a matching one, Finn? 

 

FINN 

My wife passed this spring. Guess 

I’m too embarrassed to take it 

off. 

 

COOKIE 

You must miss her awful. Look - 

you seem like a nice fella’ so 

I’m gonna’ ask plain. I need a 

place to stay a while. Calm place 

where I can collect my thoughts - 

catch my breath. Life’s moving a 

might rapid right now. Mind you, 

I can pay and I can cook. And, 

no, I don’t like motels.  

 

FINN 

What do you got against motels?  

 

COOKIE 

They got that smell. 

 

FINN 

Disinfectant? 

 

COOKIE 

Desperation. 

 

SERVER stops by the booth and inadvertently kicks the 

carpet bag by Cookie’s feet. 
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SERVER  

Anything else, folks?  

 

FINN 

Check. 

 

Server removes plates from the table and moves O.S.  

 

Finn leans on his elbows. Cookie leans on hers.  

 

Nose-to-nose, they talk in hushed tones. 

 

FINN 

Is the law after you? 

 

Cookie glances over her shoulder, then back at Finn.  

 

COOKIE 

I don’t think so.  

 

FINN 

What are you running from? 

 

COOKIE 

What makes you think I’m running 

from anything?  

 

Finn shrugs.  

 

FINN 

Figured everyone’s running from 

something at some point. 

 

COOKIE 

Oh. What are you running from?  

 

EXT. O’HARA HOUSE - NIGHT 

 

A full moon shines through a second-floor bedroom window.  

 

INT. O’HARA HOUSE, GUEST ROOM - NIGHT 

 

Cookie points to a black-and-white photo of a BOY and MAN 

on a wall next to Finn’s Teacher-of-the-Year plaque. 

 

COOKIE 

That you? 
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Finn, stuffing a pillow case, glances up. 

 

FINN 

Uh-huh. That’s my father. 

 

COOKIE 

Look at your face. No lines.  

 

FINN 

Long time ago. 

 

Cookie takes the half-stuffed pillow from Finn.  

 

COOKIE 

Let me. I like lines on a man’s 

face. Shows character.  

 

Finn slides his finger along a dusty shelf. 

 

FINN 

Been a while since anyone’s used 

this room.  

 

COOKIE 

I’m not afraid of no dust 

bunnies. It’s a nice house, Finn. 

Must have many fine memories. 

 

EXT. O’HARA HOUSE - DAY 

 

A leafy tree filters the bright morning sun. 

 

INT. O’HARA HOUSE, KITCHEN - DAY 

 

Finn enters, fumbling with a necktie. He sniffs the air. 

 

Coffee perks. The table is neatly set for breakfast.  

 

Cookie, wearing her domestic’s outfit, holds out a chair.  

 

COOKIE 

Good morning. See-voo-play? 

 

Finn sits, stiff at first. Cookie pours a cup of coffee.  

 

She offers Finn a tray of toast. He takes a piece and bites 

the tip. He reacts to the taste. 
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FINN 

Mm. Delicious. What is this? 

 

Cookie whispers into Finn’s ear. 

 

COOKIE 

Melted brown sugar and honey. 

 

Finn snatches another piece. 

 

Cookie uncovers an omelette garnished with fruit.  

 

Finn sits back and holds his stomach. 

 

FINN 

When did you do all this? 

 

COOKIE 

Hope you don’t mind. I raided 

your fridge. I’m a light sleeper. 

Never get more than four hours. 

 

FINN 

A night? That can’t be healthy. 

 

COOKIE 

I’m used to it. When I first 

moved north I had no place to 

stay. You learn to sleep three 

hours here - two there.  

 

Finn tastes the omelette and licks his lips. 

 

FINN 

Mm-mm. You lived on the street? 

 

COOKIE 

Sometimes crashed with friends. 

Met some good people at The Pit. 

Some crazy ones, too. 

 

FINN 

The Pit? 

 

COOKIE 

Harvard Square. Remember how 

resilient you were at seventeen?  
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Finn ponders the question, then shakes his head, no. 

 

Cookie slides her chair closer to him. 

 

COOKIE 

You’re a good conversationalist. 

Anyone ever tell you that? 

 

Finn shakes his head, no. 

 

COOKIE 

I mean, you don’t say a lot. But 

what you do say has content, 

character. My daddy, he never 

said too much neither. 

 

FINN 

Your daddy - where’s he?  

 

Cookie fingers her charm necklace.  

 

COOKIE 

Oh daddy - he jumped off the 

Beaverton Overpass when I was 

nine. Mama drove him to it. He 

put this charm under my pillow 

the night before. 

 

FINN 

Jesus, Cookie. 

 

COOKIE 

Syl – that’s my kid sister - Syl 

says I should edit myself better. 

More toast, Finn? 

 

As Cookie reaches for the tray, Finn takes her wrist. 

 

FINN 

You have a sister? 

 

COOKIE 

Syl followed me up north. We 

lived together a while. I wore 

her out. Apparently, I have this 

tendency. Syl’s shacking up with 

some parolee in Framingham.  
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Cookie pours more coffee. Her tone softens. 

 

COOKIE 

We don’t see much of each other 

now. Syl’s got this little girl. 

Guess that makes me an aunt. 

(beat) So Finn, tell me about 

your boy. 

 

Finn gets to his feet and moves to a rear window.  

 

His eyes search the back yard. The garage door is pad-

locked. Off to the side, a motorcycle is covered by a tarp.  

 

FINN 

Last I heard Eric was racing 

motorcycles out west.  

 

COOKIE 

You look like a man with a son. I 

wonder what that’s like?  

 

FINN 

What? 

 

COOKIE 

Being a good parent.  

 

FINN 

I wouldn’t know. My son’s three 

thousand miles away.  

 

COOKIE 

Aw, shoot. Day after my 

seventeenth birthday I was a blur 

past mama’s trailer-house door. 

Of course, mama was crazier than 

an out-house rat. 

 

Cookie crosses the room and reaches up to straighten Finn’s 

necktie. He squints down at her. 

 

FINN 

What do you do, Cookie? I mean 

for a living? 

 

Cookie proudly brushes off her outfit. 
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COOKIE 

Domesticated help. I’m between 

appointments at present, but I 

have a line. Do you like 

teaching, Finn? 

 

FINN 

I miss my students. Even the ones 

I don’t like. (beat) Something 

else I’ve learned. 

 

COOKIE 

What’s that? 

 

FINN 

I hate coming home to an empty 

house. Men just aren’t equipped. 

(beat) Sorry. I shouldn’t have 

said that.  

 

Cookie smiles, trying to hide a missing tooth. 

 

COOKIE 

You like gumbo, Finn? I’m gonna’ 

fix you some gumbo tonight. 

 

Finn reaches for his wallet.  

 

He puts two twenties in Cookie’s hand - but doesn’t let go.  

 

Their eyes lock. Finn gets tongue-tied. 

 

FINN 

Af-after my meeting, I’ll make 

you a key.  

 

COOKIE 

I’m a good cleaner. You’ll see. 

 

FINN 

There’s a market’s down the hill. 

It’s a safe neighborhood. If you 

leave - I mean when you go out - 

you can leave the door unlocked.  

 

COOKIE 

Unlocked. 
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FINN 

Yes. I mean lock it - not lock it 

- shut the door - but leave the 

door – leave the lock undone. 

 

COOKIE 

I think I understand. 

 

Finn releases the two twenties in her hand. He exits O.S. 

 

Alone, Cookie ties her hair back in a bun.  

 

COOKIE 

Get to work, girl. 

 

BEGIN MONTAGE 

 

A) INT. O’HARA HOUSE, KITCHEN - DAY 

 

Cookie is on her knees. Wearing rubber gloves, she plunges 

a sponge into a bucket of water and scrubs a corner. 

 

B) INT. O’HARA HOUSE, LIVING ROOM - DAY 

 

Cookie blows dust from a lamp shade.  

 

C) INT. O’HARA HOUSE, SECOND-FLOOR LANDING - DAY 

 

Cookie plucks a shriveled leaf from a dead floor plant. 

 

END MONTAGE 

 

INT. O’HARA HOUSE, SECOND-FLOOR HALLWAY - DAY 

 

Cookie drags a vacuum cleaner down the hallway.  

 

She stops outside Finn’s bedroom door - partway open.  

 

Cookie pushes the door wider - the hinge squeaks.  

 

INT. O’HARA HOUSE, MASTER BEDROOM - DAY 

 

Cookie enters. The room has not been cleaned in months. The 

bed is unmade. Clothes are strewn about.  

 

Cookie slides a dust cloth along a bureau top. She stops at 

a framed photo - face down – and rights a picture of Liv.  
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COOKIE 

Beautiful. Mind if I browse? 

Thanks. 

 

Cookie slides her hand along a silk robe draped over a 

full-length mirror. She tries the robe on – then looks up 

with a gasp. Cookie mocks her own reflection in the mirror. 

 

COOKIE 

Boo! That boy was right. You are 

crazy. Oh - look who’s talking? 

 

Cookie removes the robe and opens the double-doors to a 

walk-in closet. A light shines on an ensemble of dresses 

and women’s shoes. Cookie’s eyes widen in amazement. 

 

COOKIE 

My.  

 

Cookie moves closer to examine a dress. She reaches down 

for a small handle and slides out a drawer – but she slides 

it out too far and spills a tray of jewelry.  

 

Rings, earrings and pins scatter on the hardwood floor. 

 

At that moment, the front door opens and closes downstairs.  

 

Cookie drops to her knees to gather the scattered jewelry. 

But in her haste she knocks over a stack of boxed shoes. 

 

IN THE HALLWAY 

 

Finn climbs the stairs, hearing movement from his room.  

 

BACK IN THE MASTER BEDROOM  

 

Cookie shuts the closet doors and spins around. 

 

Finn stands in the doorway holding a spare house key.  

 

Cookie flashes an uneasy smile and raises her dust cloth. 

 

COOKIE 

I – I let myself in.  

 

FINN 

I see. 
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Finn steps forward, stopping just short of Cookie.  

 

COOKIE 

I imagine you’re wondering who’s 

this peculiar woman in my house. 

I wonder that, too, sometimes. 

 

Finn reaches down and picks up a pearl necklace from the 

floor. He spreads the clasps apart. He moves behind Cookie, 

slides the necklace around her throat and latches it.  

 

Cookie touches the pearls on her chest. She turns.  

 

Cookie grabs Finn’s jacket lapels, pulls him down to her 

level and kisses him long and deep. Finn clears his throat. 

 

FINN 

Wanna’ try something fun? 

 

Cookie licks her lips and nods. 

 

EXT. AMUSEMENT PARK - DAY 

 

A roller coaster careens a sharp turn. 

 

INT./EXT. ROLLER COASTER - DAY 

 

Finn and Cookie cling to a crossbar, screaming with 

laughter. 

 

EXT. AMUSEMENT PARK, FOOD COURT - DAY 

 

Carnival music plays. Finn and Cookie eat hotdogs on a 

bench. With his napkin, he wipes mustard from her cheek.  

 

EXT. MOTOCROSS RACE TRACK – DAY 

 

FANS cheer from the grandstand as 20 MOTOCROSS RACERS 

traverse a rugged mogul track. Engine noise is deafening. 

 

ALONG PIT ROW 

 

Eric – eyes forward - straddles a racing bike and revs the 

engine. He dons a helmet covered with sponsor logos. 

 

PIT CREW MECHANIC (20s) makes a final adjustment to the 

bike with a screwdriver. He flashes Eric a thumbs-up. 
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BIKE OWNER (30s) puts his arm around Eric’s padded shoulder 

and shouts last-minute instructions.  

 

BIKE OWNER 

That last turn is tight. Keep 

inside. Good luck, kid. 

 

AT THE STARTING GATE 

 

Eric – NUMBER 6 IN GREEN – lines up next to twenty RACERS.  

 

The gate drops. Engines roar. Tires spin. Dirt flies. 

 

INT. AMUSEMENT PARK, HALL OF MIRRORS - DAY 

 

Finn and Cookie mock each other’s distorted reflections.  

 

FINN 

Ha. Look at you. 

 

COOKIE 

Me? What about you? 

 

Finn moves up and down in a mirror. Fat-skinny-fat. 

 

FINN 

It’s your cooking. 

 

As Finn looks at his reflection, the blur of TEENAGE LIV 

(at age 17) passes behind his back.  

 

Spooked, Finn spins around and reflexively grabs Cookie.  

 

COOKIE 

Whoa. Ha. What?  

 

FINN 

Ha. Nothing. Let’s go. 

 

EXT. O’HARA HOUSE - NIGHT 

 

Two second-floor windows are lighted. A hard rain falls. 

 

INT. O’HARA HOUSE, GUEST ROOM - NIGHT 

 

Cookie twirls on her toes in front of a mirror. She looks 

amazing in one of Liv’s dresses. Cookie strikes a pose. 
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COOKIE 

Can you believe it? We’re the 

same size. 

 

Finn leans his shoulder against the doorway.  

 

FINN 

Take what you want. I’m giving 

the rest away. 

 

COOKIE 

You’re very generous. 

 

Finn shakes his head with a wry smile.  

 

COOKIE 

That roller coaster ride – I 

hadn’t laughed that hard in 

years. Finn? 

 

FINN 

Yes, Cookie? 

 

COOKIE 

Thanks for the hotdog. 

 

Thunder rumbles. Cookie and Finn look up toward the sound. 

 

FINN 

Better batten down the hatches. 

Well. I had fun. Good night.  

 

Finn turns and walks down the hallway as Cookie watches. 

 

Lightning flashes. Cookie flinches.  

 

EXT. O’HARA HOUSE - NIGHT 

 

Thunder cracks. The two lighted bedroom windows go dark.  

 

The whole street goes dark. A distant siren blares.  

 

INT. O’HARA HOUSE, MASTER BEDROOM - NIGHT 

 

Finn lies sideways in bed, his eyes wide open.  

 

The floor creaks. Steps approach. Lightning flashes.  
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Finn pulls his bed sheet back. Thunder cracks.  

 

Cookie, wearing a nightgown, leaps over Finn and slides to 

the center of his bed. She rests her head on his shoulder. 

 

EXT. O’HARA HOUSE - DAY 

 

Birds chirp. The morning sky is clear.  

 

Fallen tree branches and other debris litter the wet 

neighborhood street. 

 

INT. O’HARA HOUSE, MASTER BEDROOM - DAY 

 

Cookie mumbles in her sleep – waking Finn. 

 

COOKIE 

No, mama. Don’t. It’s dark.  

 

Finn touches Cookie’s shoulder. She stops talking. 

 

Finn’s phone rings. He gets out of bed to answer it. 

 

FINN 

Hello? (listens) How bad? 

 

Finn grabs a pen and jots down a 619 phone number. 

 

FINN 

San Diego Medical Center? I will. 

 

Finn hangs up. Cookie sits up in bed, drowsy. 

 

COOKIE 

What? 

 

FINN 

Eric – there’s been an accident. 

 

EXT. O’HARA HOUSE - DAY 

 

A rental car with livery plates pulls to the curb.  

 

SISTER SYL (late 20s) sits behind the wheel. Her thin, 

sharp features match her demeanor.  

 

Car’s dashboard clock turns to 6:15 AM. Sister Syl honks. 
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INT. O’HARA HOUSE, FOYER - DAY 

 

Finn, wearing a robe, peers through window blinds. 

 

FINN 

Must be her. 

 

Cookie totes a suitcase to the front door. 

 

COOKIE 

Could never count on my sister - 

always on time. 

 

FINN 

Will I ever see you again? 

 

Cookie pulls Finn down by his robe collar and kisses him.  

 

Syl honks twice more. Cookie rolls her eyes. 

 

COOKIE 

Gonna’ be a long ride. Your 

son’ll be fine. Call me when you 

learn more.  

 

FINN 

Good luck with your mama’s 

affairs. 

 

Cookie takes her suitcase and exits O.S.  

 

Alone, Finn dials his cell phone. 

 

FINN 

Cab. Logan. 

 

INT. POLICE STATION, DETECTIVE BUREAU – DAY 

 

Desk phone rings. Detective White answers.  

 

DETECTIVE WHITE 

Homicide - White. I’ll be right 

there. 

 

INT. POLICE STATION, FORENSICS LAB – DAY 

 

Liv’s pill vial rests on a table. 
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Detective White stands behind a LAB TECHNICIAN pointing at 

two sets of fingerprints side-by-side on a screen.  

 

Lab Tech gestures at U-arch patterns common in both prints. 

 

EXT. BOSTON’S LOGAN AIRPORT - DAY 

 

A plane takes off. 

 

INT. AIRLINER CABIN - DAY 

 

Finn stares at his reflection in the passenger window.  

 

FLIGHT ATTENDANT (O.S.) 

Beverage, sir? 

 

Finn turns. He blinks twice and laughs at himself. 

 

FLIGHT ATTENDANT bears an uncanny resemblance to Liv.  

 

FLIGHT ATTENDANT 

Sir, beverage? 

 

FINN 

Vodka. Better make it two. 

 

EXT. SAN DIEGO AIRPORT - DAY 

 

Finn’s plane lands. 

 

DOCTOR (O.S.) 

What happened to your son is 

nothing short of a miracle.  

 

INT. AIRLINER CABIN - DAY 

 

Finn retrieves his suitcase from an overhead bin. 

 

DOCTOR (O.S.) 

There was some minor ligature 

damage to his knee. His shoulder 

took a blow. But overall, your 

son is one lucky fellow. 

 

INT. AIRPORT TERMINAL - DAY 

 

Finn follows a sign for Ground Transportation.  
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Finn passes an Airport Lounge. A distant TV screen shows a 

MOTOCROSS RACER wiping out on a winding mogul track. 

 

DOCTOR (O.S.) 

Eric’s made tremendous 

improvements. His motor skills 

have almost all recovered. The 

concussion, however, has left 

some memory gaps. 

 

EXT. MEDICAL CENTER BUILDING - DAY 

 

A taxi stops at a hospital entrance. Finn hops out of the 

taxi and heads straight for the revolving entrance doors. 

 

FINN (O.S.) 

Memory gaps? Amnesia? 

 

DOCTOR (O.S.) 

With head trauma, it’s not 

unusual for a patient to lose 

recall of the incident itself. In 

talking to your son – well. 

You’ll have a better perspective 

than me. You’re his father. 

 

INT. MEDICAL CENTER, DOCTOR’S OFFICE - DAY 

 

Finn sits across a desk from DOCTOR (60) in a lab coat. 

 

FINN 

But you say Eric’s okay? 

 

DOCTOR 

The brain has remarkable healing 

powers, Mister O’Hara. You can be 

of great help to your son’s 

recovery. 

 

FINN 

How? 

 

DOCTOR 

First, relax. Talk to him about 

memories you and he shared. A 

ball game. Book. Movie. You said 

your wife recently passed. 
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Finn gets to his feet and paces the room - eyes down. 

 

DOCTOR 

Talk to your son about his 

mother. Photos sometime trigger 

recollections. Details may return 

in bits and pieces. Then it’s a 

matter of connecting the dots.  

 

FINN 

How long until - ? 

 

DOCTOR 

Full memory may never return. Or 

it could all come back tomorrow. 

We contacted Eric’s P.C.P. Take 

your son home, dad. 

 

Finn stops pacing and looks up. 

 

FINN 

Doc - will he know me? 

 

Doctor gets to his feet with the help of a cane. 

 

DOCTOR 

Let’s find out. 

 

INT. MEDICAL CENTER, RECOVERY ROOM - DAY 

 

Eric is sitting up in bed wearing a hospital gown. His knee 

and shoulder are bandaged. His face is bruised. But he’s 

laughing - too hard – and grabs his side in pain. 

 

ERIC 

Ow. Ow. Stop. 

 

Bike Owner and Pit Crew Mechanic stand on opposite sides of 

Eric’s bed doing their best to cheer him up. 

 

PIT CREW MECHANIC  

At that last mogul, we were like, 

come on, brother. Pull out.  

 

BIKE OWNER 

You bounce hard, kid. Here - for 

your trophy case. 
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Bike Owner hands Eric a cracked helmet.  

 

ERIC 

What trophy case? 

 

Doctor enters.  

 

DOCTOR 

How are we today, Master O’Hara? 

 

Bike Owner and Pit Crew Mechanic step back.  

 

PIT CREW MECHANIC  

Looks pretty good, don’t he, doc? 

Same stupid expression.  

 

DOCTOR 

Let’s take a look. 

 

Doctor shines an ophthalmoscope into Eric’s eyes. 

 

ERIC 

Knee feels better, too, doc. 

 

DOCTOR 

Uh huh. Eric, there’s someone 

here to see you. 

 

Doctor steps back. Eric looks up. Finn steps forward. 

 

FINN 

How yah doin’, buddy? 

 

Eric grins, struggling to place the face. 

 

ERIC 

All right. 

 

INT. AIRPORT HOTEL, GUEST ROOM - NIGHT 

 

Finn yanks his shoes off and hops onto a hard bed.  

 

He dials his cell phone and loosens his tie. 

 

EXT. TRAILER HOME - NIGHT 

 

Stars litter a cloudless country sky over tall pines.  
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The rental car is parked alongside a dirt road.  

 

Raccoons rummage through trash cans outside a tired trailer 

home.  

 

SISTER SYL (O.S.) 

Cookie, did you cover them cans? 

 

INT. TRAILER HOME, LIVING ROOM - NIGHT 

 

Cookie is sprawled out on a worn, dusty sofa.  

 

Her cotton shorts and bra are soaked with sweat. She waves 

a hand fan to cool her face from the relentless heat.  

 

Her eyes follow the sound of crawling in the attic above. 

 

INT. TRAILER HOME, ATTIC - NIGHT 

 

Sister Syl crawls along a dusty attic floor in a bra and 

panties. A kerchief covers her nose and mouth.  

 

She shines a flashlight on stacks of boxes and calls out. 

 

SISTER SYL 

There’s a shit load of stuff up 

here. No telling what that 

squirrelly bitch saved.  

 

INT. TRAILER HOME, LIVING ROOM - NIGHT 

 

Cookie fans her face and shouts back.  

 

COOKIE 

It’s too fucking hot.  

 

Cookie’s cell phone rings.  

 

Her mood lightens at the sight of Finn’s name on screen.  

 

COOKIE 

Hey there. 

 

Intercut between TRAILER HOME and HOTEL ROOM. 

 

FINN 

Cookie – that you?  
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COOKIE 

Finn - I can barely hear you. Syl 

and I are rummaging through 

mama’s stuff. We already found a 

thousand dollars in an old boot. 

 

FINN 

Did you say boot?  

 

COOKIE 

Mama never did trust banks. That 

woman was nuts, but she sure 

could save. How’s your boy? 

 

FINN 

Hospital releases Eric tomorrow.  

 

COOKIE 

That’s great news, Finn. 

 

FINN 

So how are you? 

 

Cookie slides a pillow under her butt.  

 

COOKIE 

My bum’s sore. We drove twenty 

hours straight. This Crimson 

sun’ll fry your brain for sure. 

 

FINN 

That’s why they think the way 

they do down there, Cookie. Wear 

a good hat.  

 

COOKIE 

Ha, Finn. You made a joke. I like 

that. 

 

INT. AIRPORT TERMINAL, LOUNGE - DAY 

 

Finn sits on a bar stool gulping down a Bloody Mary.  

 

An overhead TV screen catches Finn’s eye.  

 

Headline flashes on the TV screen: #1 Sports Disaster of 

the Month. Screen cuts to a motocross race.  
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The sound is too low to hear over the din of the terminal. 

 

NUMBER-6 RIDER IN GREEN leads the pack at a hairpin turn.  

 

The bike’s rear wheel is tipped by another RACER. Number-6 

Rider strikes the ground at an awkward angle.  

 

Finn reacts with a wince and tosses a ten spot on the bar.  

 

FINN 

Bag of chips, too.  

 

INT. AIRPORT TERMINAL, DEPARTURES - DAY 

 

Eric sits in a waiting area watching a plane taxi into 

position. There’s a crutch at his feet. 

 

The bruise on Eric’s face has lightened, but his posture 

and manner are still stiff.  

 

Finn tosses the bag of chips to Eric, then sits. 

 

       FINN 

Have you seen it – the accident? 

 

ERIC 

At the hospital they asked if I 

wanted to. I guess I didn’t.  

 

FINN 

I think the term is gone viral. 

People are calling you the 

Miracle Rider. 

 

ERIC 

Miracle Rider? That’s funny. Ow. 

 

P.A. ANNOUNCER (O.S.) 

Flight five-seven-nine to Boston 

- boarding gate two.  

 

FINN 

That’s us. 

 

Eric strains to push off his chair.  

 

Finn reaches to help, but Eric wards him off with his hand. 
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      ERIC 

I got it. 

 

Eric struggles to his feet - only to see his crutch on the 

floor. Seeing this, Finn retrieves the crutch for Eric. 

 

FINN 

Let’s go home. 

 

EXT. BOSTON’S LOGAN AIRPORT - DAY 

 

Their plane lands. 

 

INT./EXT. STATION WAGON - DAY 

 

Finn steers his aging station wagon up the family driveway.   

As the car nears the garbage pails, Eric covers his ears 

with both hands. Seeing this, Finn gestures with his chin. 

 

FINN 

What’s that about? 

 

Eric examines both sides of his hands with a bemused grin.  

 

ERIC 

Huh. I don’t know. 

 

INT. O’HARA HOUSE, FOYER - DAY 

 

Finn enters. He tosses Eric’s duffle bag off to the side.  

 

Eric ambles in on the crutch, his elbow in a sling. 

 

Finn turns with his palms up.   

 

FINN 

Home. Look familiar? 

 

INT. O’HARA HOUSE, LIVING ROOM - DAY 

 

Eric picks up a photo of Liv from the fireplace mantel. 

 

ERIC 

This her? 

 

Hobie Cat rubs against Eric’s leg. Eric gingerly bends to a 

knee and pets his old friend.  
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ERIC 

Hey, boy. Miss me? 

 

FINN 

Your cat’s on its ninth life. 

 

ERIC 

Hobie? Nah. He’s gonna’ live 

forever. Aren’t you, boy? 

 

EXT. O’HARA HOUSE, FRONT PORCH - DAY 

 

Eric’s face shows several days of growth.  

 

Wearing running shoes, shorts and a knee brace, Eric 

stretches on the porch. Finn looks on - worried. 

 

FINN 

It’s only been two weeks. Less. 

 

ERIC 

I won’t push it, dad. Plus you 

gave me this fine map with the 

sites marked. I won’t get lost. 

 

Eric slides the map into a backpack and puts it on.  

 

FINN 

Eric, there’s something I wanted 

to tell you.  

 

Eric jogs in place – ready to run. Finn gestures. 

 

FINN 

Go on. It can wait. 

 

ERIC 

I’ll order tonight. No more 

pepperoni. 

 

EXT. GUS’S PUB - DAY 

 

Eric jogs past Gus’s Pub, his gait cautious. 

 

EXT. ATHLETIC FIELD - DAY 

 

Eric takes a few stutter-steps to gauge his stride. 
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EXT. ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - DAY 

 

Eric stops to catch his breath. He looks around, seemingly 

lost. He fans out the map. Several locations are circled.  

 

An arrow points to the words - You Live Here. Eric moves 

his finger along a marked route. 

 

ERIC 

Don’t think. Just follow. 

 

EXT. CENTER OF TOWN - DAY 

 

Eric jogs through the business section of town, weaving 

past parked cars to avoid busy sidewalk traffic. 

 

Billy Muggado, his old school mate, rides behind Eric on a 

scooter. Billy recognizes Eric and shouts out. 

 

BILLY MUGGADO  

Can’t be. No way. Ee-Oh! 

 

Billy catches up and putters alongside Eric.  

 

BILLY MUGGADO  

Ee-Oh! What the fuck? Pull over! 

 

Billy and Eric stop at the side of the road.  

 

Billy hops off his scooter and bear-hugs Eric - wincing. 

 

Billy steps back and looks Eric up and down - amazed. 

 

BILLY MUGGADO  

I been trying to reach you. 

Weren’t you in that smack down? 

 

ERIC 

You saw it? 

 

BILLY MUGGADO  

You kidding? Thought for sure you 

were dead. Least every bone in 

your body crushed. Damn, Ee-Oh. 

Look at you. Joggin’ and shit. 

 

Eric shrugs with an awkward grin. 
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Billy hops back onto his scooter. 

 

BILLY MUGGADO  

Gotta’ run, man. Working for my 

old man now - the prick. Where 

you staying? 

 

ERIC 

Um - my father’s. 

 

BILLY MUGGADO  

Always liked your old man. Had 

that air of aristocracy. Sorry 

about your mom even though she 

did hate my guts.  

 

ERIC 

You remember my mother? 

 

BILLY MUGGADO  

Look, man, I’m gonna’ call. The 

crew’s gonna’ flip. Melissa was 

asking about you. Something going 

on between you and her? 

 

ERIC 

Melissa? 

 

BILLY MUGGADO  

Ee-Oh. Fuck me. Nothing keeps you 

down. Hey, be careful. Crazy 

drivers this time of day. 

 

Billy rides off. His scooter swerves to miss a truck. 

 

BILLY MUGGADO  

Ass-hole! 

 

Eric watches Billy pull away. Slowly, a smile emerges on 

Eric’s face. He waves his arms overhead and shouts out. 

 

ERIC 

Oh! Muggs! Muggsie! I know you! 

Ha! Muggs. Wow. That’s messed up. 

 

Recharged, Eric jogs at a faster pace. Too fast. His leg 

cramps and he’s forced to slow down. 
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ERIC 

Easy. Rome wasn’t built in a day. 

 

INT. O’HARA HOUSE, KITCHEN - DAY 

 

Eric opens the freezer door to cool his sweaty face.  

 

The sound of running water upstairs grabs his attention.  

 

Eric glances out a window, but the driveway is empty. 

 

INT. O’HARA HOUSE, FOYER - DAY 

 

Eric stands at the base of the stairs clutching a baseball 

bat. He listens to the shower upstairs – then calls out. 

 

ERIC 

Dad? 

 

The shower stops. The bathroom door is opened.  

 

Cookie streaks across the landing - naked and dripping wet. 

 

COOKIE 

Towel-towel-towel. 

 

Cookie opens a hall closet, grabs a bath towel and wraps it 

around her.  

 

As she tucks the top in, she sees Eric downstairs looking 

up through the leaves of a floor plant. She steps forward. 

 

COOKIE 

Hello?  

 

ERIC 

Hello. 

 

COOKIE 

Ohh. Oh, you must be Eric.  

 

Cookie pulls her wet hair back and loses her towel. 

 

Eric politely looks away. 

 

ERIC 

Um, should I know you? 
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EXT. O’HARA HOUSE, BACK YARD - DAY 

 

Cookie exits the rear door in a breezy dress, her hair 

flowing. She slides on sandals as she crosses the yard 

toward the sound of drilling. She opens the garage door.  

 

COOKIE 

Hello?  

 

INT. GARAGE, WORKSHOP - DAY 

 

A workbench is clean and well lit. Tools are neatly 

organized on shelves.  

 

Cookie negotiates a narrow pathway lined with engines and 

high-tech devices. She turns a corner. 

 

Eric, in goggles, drills a hole through a pipe in a vice.  

 

Seeing Cookie, Eric stops drilling. He lifts his goggles. 

 

ERIC 

You look different dry.  

 

COOKIE 

Right. 

 

As Cookie approaches, she picks up a wrench. 

 

ERIC 

You know tools? 

 

COOKIE 

Some. Grew up on a farm. 

 

ERIC 

Farm girl? That would have been 

my last guess.  

 

COOKIE 

Yeah well - you know what they 

say about first impressions. 

 

Eric turns away to file the edge of the pipe. 

 

ERIC 

So how’d you meet my father? 
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COOKIE 

We met at a, um - did he say 

anything about me? 

 

ERIC 

I think he meant to. 

 

COOKIE 

Your father’s proud of you.  

Talks about you often.  

 

Eric stops filing. His eyes wander the workshop. 

 

ERIC 

Does he? He said I built this. 

But I don’t remember any of it. 

 

COOKIE 

I know about your accident.  

 

ERIC 

It’s not so bad. Since leaving 

the hospital, every day’s been a 

new adventure. Weird, huh? 

 

COOKIE 

Sounds lovely.  

 

ERIC 

I guess it’s true what they say 

about what you don’t know.  

 

Station wagon pulls up the driveway outside the garage.  

 

Hearing the tires approach, Cookie turns to Eric. 

 

COOKIE 

So do I get a mulligan on my 

first impression? 

 

ERIC 

No. No harm. 

 

Finn enters. He talks while negotiating the narrow pathway.  

 

FINN 

Eric, remember that thing I - ? 
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Finn turns the corner and stops short. 

 

FINN 

Oh. You’ve met.  

 

INT. O’HARA HOUSE, KITCHEN - NIGHT 

 

Cookie removes the lid from a steaming casserole.  

 

Finn approaches her from behind and sniffs her neck. 

 

FINN 

Smells great. What can I do?  

 

COOKIE 

You can tell Eric dinner’s ready. 

 

Finn kisses the nape of Cookie’s neck and walks off.  

 

Cookie glances over her shoulder. 

 

INT. O’HARA HOUSE, FOYER - NIGHT 

 

Finn cups a hand around his mouth and calls upstairs.  

 

FINN 

Eric. 

 

A SPORTS ANNOUNCER can be heard from inside Eric’s bedroom. 

 

Finn climbs the stairs. With each step, the Sports 

Announcer’s voice grows louder, more excited. Engines roar. 

 

INT. O’HARA HOUSE, ERIC’S BEDROOM - NIGHT 

 

Eric watches his ill-fated motocross race on a computer. 

 

SPORTS ANNOUNCER (O.S.) 

Seeking his first circuit win –

Eric O’Hara - number six in green 

– leads. All bunched up.  

 

On screen - Eric’s Number-6 motorcycle leads the pack.  

 

SPORTS ANNOUNCER (O.S.) 

Final turn. Can the rookie hold 

off the cavalry charge? Oh, no! 
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At the final hairpin turn, Eric’s rear wheel is tipped by 

another RACER. Eric’s bike strikes a mogul at an awkward 

angle. The front axle snaps sending him head over heels. 

Eric bounces along the dirt track, only to be smacked down 

by a parade of oncoming bikes. Bam-bam-bam. 

 

Eric’s seemingly lifeless body lies amid debris on the 

track. EMERGENCY PERSONNEL bolt into action.  

 

SPORTS ANNOUNCER (O.S.) 

Our prayers are with young O’Hara.  

 

Eric - in real time - looks over his shoulder.  

 

Finn watches from the hallway beyond the open door. 

 

ERIC 

Ouch. 

 

FINN 

Dinner’s ready. 

 

INT. O’HARA HOUSE, DINING ROOM - NIGHT 

 

Finn and Cookie sit at the table watching in awe as Eric 

shovels fork after fork into his mouth. 

 

COOKIE 

There’s plenty more. 

 

ERIC 

It’s so good.  

 

COOKIE 

Just a Sheppard’s Pie. I’m sure 

your mama - glad you enjoy it.  

 

Eric wipes his mouth with a napkin. 

 

ERIC 

I don’t recall my mother. I see 

her face. I know her name. But I 

don’t recall her. 

 

FINN 

Your doctor said these things 

take time. You can’t rush it. 
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Finn pours three glasses of wine. He gives one to Cookie, 

one to Eric and raises his own.  

 

FINN 

Eric - Cookie. Welcome home. 

 

Cookie clears her throat to gain the men’s attention. 

 

COOKIE 

Know why people dink glasses?  

 

FINN 

I don’t. Do you? Please. 

 

COOKIE 

Well - in medieval times when it 

was fashionable to settle 

disputes with poisoned beverages, 

it was custom for guests to pour 

a drop of their drink into their 

host’s glass to ensure it was not 

- you know - poison.  

 

ERIC 

How nefarious. 

 

COOKIE 

No, it’s true. I read it in a 

book. But when a guest trusted 

her host, she would gently -  

 

Cookie lifts her glass and dinks Finn’s and Eric’s glasses. 

 

INT. O’HARA HOUSE, MASTER BEDROOM - NIGHT 

 

Finn removes the wedding band from his ring finger and 

slides it into a drawer.  

 

INT. O’HARA HOUSE, GUEST ROOM - NIGHT 

 

Eric leans against the doorway as Cookie unpacks a suitcase 

on her bed. They exchange an easy laugh. 

 

ERIC 

You rode a Hog from Alabama? 

 

Cookie moves closer to Eric with a wistful gaze. 
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COOKIE 

Was hitching north on ninety-

five. At one of those service 

stops, met this biker - B.U. 

student returning from spring 

break. I had no particular place 

in mind. Plus, he was cute. 

 

ERIC 

You must travel light. 

 

COOKIE 

Always have. Do you miss it – the 

racing? 

 

ERIC 

Some. The guys.  

 

COOKIE 

And the girls?  

 

ERIC 

No. No time, really.  

 

Finn approaches from down the hallway. 

 

FINN 

Am I interrupting? 

 

COOKIE 

Of course not. 

 

ERIC 

I was just heading to bed. 

 

COOKIE 

Thank you for showing me your 

workshop, Eric. See you at 

breakfast.  

 

ERIC 

Breakfast? How civilized. 

 

Eric nods awkwardly at his father, who nods back. 

 

Eric limps down the hallway. He stops at his bedroom door, 

twists the handle and looks up. The hallway is empty.  
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INT. O’HARA HOUSE, KITCHEN - DAY 

 

Finn sits at the breakfast table as Cookie sets a plate.  

 

But before she can turn away, Finn takes her hand. 

 

FINN 

You’re always moving. 

 

COOKIE 

That’s why I got no moss. 

 

Cookie sits. Finn pours two cups of coffee from a carafe. 

 

Eric enters. He’s wearing only pajama bottoms. There’s a 

scar on his shoulder. He drags his sore body to the table.  

 

Finn pulls out a chair.  

 

Eric sits – stiff - barely able to move his lips. 

 

ERIC 

Coffee.  

 

FINN 

Over did it, didn’t you?  

 

ERIC 

Coffee.  

 

FINN 

I told you, you push too hard. 

 

ERIC 

Coffee. 

 

Finn slides the carafe closer, but Eric can’t lift it.  

 

COOKIE 

Here, let me. 

 

Cookie stands and fills Eric’s cup. 

 

FINN 

Think of the bright side - you 

got the whole day to do nothing. 
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Cookie retrieves a T-shirt from a nearby laundry basket and 

tosses it over Eric’s bare shoulder. He slides it on. 

 

COOKIE 

I’ll fix you a plate. 

 

ERIC 

Don’t bother. Too weak to chew. 

 

Cookie places a stack of griddlecakes in front of Eric.  

 

Cookie then unfolds a piece of paper and clears her throat. 

 

COOKIE 

I have an announcement. I got a 

job interview today. (reads 

paper) Young family seeks 

congenial and experienced live-in 

nanny. (folds paper) Congenial 

and experienced. That’s me. 

 

Finn scratches his chin, trying to mask his disappointment. 

 

FINN 

Live-in? Where? 

 

COOKIE 

Newton. 

 

Cookie rests her hands on her hips and holds her pose. 

 

COOKIE 

Well? Is anyone gonna’ wish me 

luck? 

 

FINN 

Yes, yes, of course. I’ll drive 

you. I’ll cancel my meeting.  

 

COOKIE 

Absolutely not. It’s only a half-

mile off the Green Line.  

 

Eric wipes his mouth and pushes his empty plate away. 

 

ERIC 

I’ll take you.  
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EXT. O’HARA HOUSE, DRIVEWAY - DAY 

 

Cookie waits outside the garage dressed for her interview.  

 

Eric exits the garage carrying two helmets. 

 

EXT. NEWTON ESTATE - DAY 

 

Eric steers his Hog to the curb of a gated estate. 

 

Sitting behind him, Cookie slides her hands from Eric’s 

waist and dismounts. She takes her helmet off and glances 

at her watch. 

 

COOKIE 

Right on time. 

 

ERIC 

I’ll be here.  

 

COOKIE 

Oh, no, I’ll get myself home. 

 

Eric reaches into his saddlebag and waves a paperback book. 

 

Cookie looks into the side-view mirror and fluffs her hair. 

 

COOKIE 

How do I look? 

 

ERIC 

Perfect.  

 

Cookie hands Eric her helmet and takes a deep breath. 

 

Cookie walks up a brick path to the front door and rings a 

bell. The door is opened. Cookie shakes a hand, mouths 

hello, sneaks a sideways peek at Eric and enters the house. 

 

EXT. HIGH SCHOOL BUILDING – DAY 

 

Finn climbs the front steps as final bell rings.  

 

A throng of STUDENTS exit. Finn is caught like a salmon 

swimming upstream. He waves at passing students. 

 

ROSE (17) greets Finn at the front door.  
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ROSE 

Hey, Mister O. You back? 

 

FINN 

Soon, Rose. Soon. 

 

Finn turns to the sound of ANONYMOUS VOICES in the crowd. 

 

ANONYMOUS VOICE 1 (O.S.) 

Didn’t he kill his wife? 

 

ANONYMOUS VOICE 2 (O.S.) 

No, man. She O.D.’d. 

 

ANONYMOUS VOICE 3 (O.S.) 

Aww - old people doing drugs. 

That’s so romantic. 

 

INT. HIGH SCHOOL, PRINCIPAL’S OFFICE – DAY 

 

The door is closed.  

 

Inside, Finn points an accusing finger at Principal Ted.  

 

FINN 

It’s been almost three months, 

Teddy. I hear the rumors. This 

goes on much longer I’ll have no 

credibility left. Bring me back 

now before it’s too late. 

 

PRINCIPAL TED 

Finn, let the inquest play out.  

 

A nearby ASSISTANT glances up from her desk.  

 

FINN 

Fuck the inquest. And shame on 

you. I’m going to the union.  

 

Finn pushes the door open and storms past the Assistant. 

 

PRINCIPAL TED 

Finn! Wait! Let’s keep this in 

the family. Finn! 

 

Finn exits O.S. Principal Ted turns to his Assistant. 
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PRINCIPAL TED 

Get me the mayor’s office.  

 

EXT. NEWTON ESTATE - DAY 

 

Eric straddles his Hog while talking on his cell phone.  

 

ERIC 

I haven’t decided. But thank you 

for asking. After all, I did 

wreck your bike.  

 

Cookie exits the house and shakes the HOMEOWNER’s hand.  

 

Eric dismounts his Hog, pressing the phone to his ear. 

 

ERIC 

Can I get back to you? I will. 

 

Eric pockets his cell phone.  

 

Cookie walks down the path and stops in front of Eric.  

 

ERIC 

Well? 

 

Cookie throws her arms around Eric’s neck.  

 

COOKIE 

They want me. 

 

INT. GUS’S PUB - DAY 

 

Finn sits at his usual spot, a coffee mug and shot glass in 

front. He glances at a nearby magazine open to an ad. 

There’s a MODEL shaped like Liv in the silver dress.  

 

Finn downs the shot and taps the bar top for another. 

 

Gus approaches with a bottle of tequila. 

 

GUS THE BARTENDER 

You sure, Mistah Finn? 

 

Finn points at his shot glass and pulls the trigger.  

 

Gus shrugs and pours the shot.  
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INT. POLICE STATION, CAPTAIN’S OFFICE - DAY 

 

Detective White pokes his head inside an open office door.  

 

DETECTIVE WHITE 

Wanted to see me, Captain? 

 

CAPTAIN STEPHENS (55) holds a phone inches from his ear 

with a pinched look. He waves Detective White inside. 

 

CAPTAIN STEPHENS 

Yes, chief, he’s here. Tell the 

mayor we’re on top of it. 

 

Captain Stephens hangs up, clearly annoyed. He walks to the 

door and shuts it. 

 

CAPTAIN STEPHENS 

Yes, Tim, sit. What’s the status 

on that O’Hara case - teacher’s 

wife who offed herself? 

 

DETECTIVE WHITE 

M.E. says toxicology tests may 

not be available for months. 

 

CAPTAIN STEPHENS 

Eh. That Dookhan broad should be 

strung up by her tits. You didn’t 

hear me say that.  

 

DETECTIVE WHITE 

No, sir. 

 

CAPTAIN STEPHENS 

The mayor’s taking heat from the 

Teacher’s Union. He plays poker 

with that high school principal. 

 

DETECTIVE WHITE 

Sir? 

 

CAPTAIN STEPHENS 

During contract negotiations with 

the city, the police brass wants 

to be friends with all the other 

unions. Capish? 
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DETECTIVE WHITE 

I think so, sir. You see, what 

bothers me are the bruises around 

the decedent’s wrists. Forensics 

couldn’t lift a print, but I - 

 

CAPTAIN STEPHENS 

Yes, Tim, be thorough. But, um, 

be judicious.  

 

Detective White sits perfectly still – only his eyes move. 

 

DETECTIVE WHITE 

Judicious, sir? 

 

Captain Stephens retrieves a pink bottle from a drawer.  

 

CAPTAIN STEPHENS 

Tim, I retire in three months. I 

haven’t decided if I’m running 

for mayor – and if I do I’d 

welcome your support - but one 

thing I do know: I don’t need 

that old man up my ass during the 

homestretch. After all, the case 

is clear cut. The deceased 

O.D.’d. What more do you need?  

 

DETECTIVE WHITE 

Like you said, Captain, I just 

want to be thorough. 

 

Captain Stephens picks up his phone.  

 

CAPTAIN STEPHENS 

I’ll look for your final report, 

detective. Shut the door on your 

way out. 

 

Detective White exits, closing the door behind. 

 

INT. O’HARA HOUSE, LIVING ROOM - NIGHT 

 

Cookie is reading a book under a dim lamp on the couch.  

 

Eric enters. He pokes restively at knick-knacks on shelves.  
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Cookie looks up from her book. 

 

COOKIE 

Heard from your father? 

 

Eric shakes his head, no. 

 

COOKIE 

Dinner’s warm if you’re hungry. 

 

ERIC 

What are you reading? 

 

Cookie holds up the cover to The Grapes of Wrath.  

 

COOKIE 

Found it on the shelf. 

 

ERIC 

Movie ends different.  

 

COOKIE 

Well, don’t tell me neither.  

 

Eric stares at Liv’s photo over the fireplace mantel. 

 

ERIC 

Ever look through a telescope at 

night - spy some far-off star? 

You know something’s out there 

but you don’t quite know what to 

make of it. Eh. I’m rambling. 

 

COOKIE 

My mama recently died, too. Some 

people are hard to figure. 

 

ERIC 

Did you like your mother? 

 

Cookie rests the book on her lap. 

 

COOKIE 

Mama was difficult to like, but I 

think of her from time to time. 

 

Eric takes a seat on the couch with Liv’s photo in hand.  
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ERIC 

If I don’t know who my mother 

was, who does that make me?  

 

COOKIE 

Y’are who y’are. Can’t nobody 

make you different. 

 

ERIC 

Have you ever had to make a 

decision and just felt stuck? 

 

COOKIE  

Darlin’, I’m the Queen of Stuck. 

 

ERIC 

At that last turn, I was scared. 

And racing scared ain’t healthy.  

 

Cookie pokes a finger into Eric’s shoulder.  

 

COOKIE  

I don’t know much about racing. 

You should talk to your daddy.  

 

ERIC 

Eh. He’s surrounded by a moat. 

Not you. You’re easy to talk to. 

 

COOKIE 

Sister Syl says I’m like a shark 

cause I have to talk all the time 

otherwise I’ll drown. I think I 

talk just about the right amount.  

 

Eric puts Liv’s photo aside and slides closer to Cookie. 

 

ERIC 

One thing I do recall about my 

mother – her hair. It was long, 

dark - like yours. When I was 

little I wanted to pet it. But 

she wouldn’t allow it. Ha. Of all 

things to remember – hair. 

 

COOKIE 

Some things just stick, I guess. 
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ERIC 

May I touch yours - your hair? 

 

Cookie sits up straight - uneasy. After a moment, she nods. 

 

Eric slides his fingers through Cookie’s hair. 

 

ERIC 

I have no right to ask - but I 

want to try something - if you’ll 

allow me.  

 

Cookie takes a shallow breath and nods.  

 

Eric hesitates, then leans toward Cookie. He rests his head 

on her chest - closes his eyes – and exhales. 

 

Cookie gently strokes Eric’s head – deeply touched. 

 

COOKIE 

It’s okay, little boy. It’s okay  

 

INT. O’HARA HOUSE, DINING ROOM - NIGHT 

 

Finn, Eric and Cookie eat dinner in silence at the table. 

 

COOKIE 

Everyone’s so quiet. If you’re 

done I’ll take your plates. 

 

Cookie stands.  

 

Finn hands Cookie his plate. Eric holds up an open hand. 

 

ERIC 

Still working on mine.  

 

Cookie moves into the kitchen out of ear shot.  

 

Finn leans closer to Eric and whispers. 

 

FINN 

That detective called again. You 

can’t put it off any longer.   

 

ERIC 

But I don’t remember anything.  
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FINN 

Then that’s what you tell him - 

the truth as you know it.  

 

INT. POLICE STATION, INTERVIEW ROOM - DAY 

 

Eric sits, hands folded quietly on the table. Below the 

table, his knee bounces incessantly. 

 

Detective White places Liv’s pill vial on the table. 

 

DETECTIVE WHITE 

Can you tell me how your 

fingerprints get on this vial? 

 

Eric’s knee stops bouncing. 

 

ERIC 

Mom was always losing things. I 

probably found it - picked it up. 

 

DETECTIVE WHITE 

Probably? 

 

ERIC 

I can’t recall specifically. 

 

Detective White flips to a page in his notepad. 

 

DETECTIVE WHITE 

You said no one else was in the 

house except you and your mother.  

 

ERIC 

Did I? I don’t remember. 

 

DETECTIVE WHITE 

Just so happens, a neighbor was 

walking her dog around that time. 

Said she saw someone – possibly a 

girl - leaving your driveway in a 

hurry. She looked upset.  

 

ERIC 

Detective, I’d be lying if I told 

you I recalled anything with 

absolute certainty. 
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Detective White leans forward – earnest. 

 

DETECTIVE WHITE 

I know about your accident, Eric. 

And what’s between you and your 

doctor – well. But I’m asking you 

to think - think hard about the 

last time you saw your mother. 

Tell me something plausible, son, 

so I can close this folder and we 

can all move on. I want to 

believe you. Make me. 

 

Eric adjusts his seat, clearly uncomfortable. 

 

ERIC 

I - I remember entering the back 

door. Mom was cooking. I have 

this image - but I’m not sure. 

 

DETECTIVE WHITE 

Just say it. Clear the air. 

 

Eric shuts his eyes and extends his arms.  

 

ERIC 

I’m holding her. We’re dancing. 

 

BEGIN FANTASY SEQUENCE 

 

INT. O’HARA HOUSE, KITCHEN – DAY 

 

Liv is the picture of health. She and Eric dance, embracing 

each other and circling the kitchen with loving smiles.  

 

Eric slides his fingers through Liv’s hair. She tilts her 

head sideways and shuts her eyes. Eric draws Liv closer and 

kisses her forehead. Suddenly, Liv collapses to the floor.  

 

END FANTASY SEQUENCE 

 

INT. POLICE STATION, INTERVIEW ROOM - DAY 

 

Detective White flips through his notepad. 

 

DETECTIVE WHITE 

Dancing? 
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ERIC 

She fell. She must have hit her 

head. There was a cut. I pulled 

her up, but I must have hurt her.  

 

DETECTIVE WHITE 

You hurt your mother? 

 

ERIC 

I didn’t mean to.  

 

Detective White sits on the floor.  

 

DETECTIVE WHITE 

Show me.  

 

ERIC 

What? 

 

DETECTIVE WHITE 

Show me how you pulled her up. 

 

Eric gets to his feet. He steps over Detective White, 

reaches down and grabs the officer’s wrists - tight. 

 

Eric strains to pull the bigger man to his feet.  

 

Once both are standing, Eric releases his grip.  

 

The discolored finger marks around the detective’s wrists 

are noticeable, but quickly fade. 

 

INT. O’HARA HOUSE, ERIC’S BEDROOM - NIGHT 

 

The motorcycle posters are long gone from the walls.  

 

Eric removes a new shirt from its cellophane package.  

 

Finn knocks on the open bedroom door and calls inside.  

 

FINN 

How’d it go?  

 

Eric looks up with a shrug.  

 

ERIC 

Okay. He said he’d be in touch. 
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Finn enters. He picks up a model motorcycle from a shelf. 

 

FINN 

That detective’s got too much 

free time. When you were a boy, 

you were always building 

something. Going out? 

 

ERIC 

Yeah. Remember Billy Muggado? 

 

FINN 

Muggado? That boy with the foul 

mouth? Used profanity even in 

casual conversation. 

 

ERIC 

Ha, that’s him. He’s throwing me 

a welcome-back-to-life party. 

 

FINN 

Well. Nice shirt. 

 

ERIC 

Like it? It’s from Cookie. My 

reward for getting her to her 

interview on time. She called me 

her good-luck charm.  

  

FINN 

You like Cookie, don’t you?  

 

ERIC 

Sure. Why? 

 

FINN 

No reason. I’ll let you get 

dressed. 

 

Finn moves toward the bedroom door.  

 

ERIC 

One thing, dad. Since I returned 

home, you haven’t mentioned mom 

once. Why is that? 

 

Finn sits on the corner of Eric’s bed. 
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FINN 

What do you want to know? 

 

ERIC 

What was she like? What made her 

happy? Did we do things?  

 

FINN 

Tell you what. When we have more 

time, we’ll talk. After all, you 

can’t have a welcome-back-to-life 

party without the guest of honor. 

Am I right? 

 

ERIC 

Sure, dad. 

 

Finn holds out his car keys.  

 

FINN 

Take the wagon.  

 

ERIC 

Nah. I feel like riding. 

 

FINN 

Be careful. Fog’s rolling in. 

 

Finn exits O.S.  

 

Alone, Eric turns to a mirror, buttons his shirt and talks 

to himself – searching for the right tone. 

 

ERIC 

Hey, Mel. What’s up? (beat) 

Hello, Melissa. I know.  

 

INT. O’HARA HOUSE, LIVING ROOM - NIGHT 

 

Cookie is reading under the dim lamp on the couch.  

 

Finn enters. Wearing a Halloween mask, he sits next to 

Cookie and whispers something in her ear. She nods. 

 

EXT. EXPRESSWAY - NIGHT 

 

Eric merges his Hog into the middle lane of steady traffic.  
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A chopper whizzes by on his left. Eric veers in pursuit. 

 

EXT. GUS’S PUB - NIGHT 

 

Sign reads: Happy Halloween – Door Prize for Best Costume. 

 

INT. GUS’S PUB - NIGHT 

 

A coin is dropped into the juke box slot.  

 

Finn and Cookie, both wearing masks, dance to a slow tune. 

 

FINN 

When do you start? 

 

COOKIE 

Two weeks. Will you miss me?  

 

Finn shakes his head - but can’t mask a grin. 

 

Cookie playfully slaps Finn’s cheek.  

 

COOKIE 

You lie.  

 

Finn loses his grin.  

 

Finn stares past Cookie at a COSTUMED DANCER in an orange 

jumpsuit and green hair – resembling Liv as a carrot. 

 

Cookie glances over her shoulder and back again. 

 

COOKIE 

Finn? Something wrong? 

 

Finn takes Cookie’s hand and leads her through the festive 

COSTUMED CROWD and out the front door. 

 

EXT. EXPRESSWAY – NIGHT 

 

Wiping fog from his helmet visor, Eric quickly narrows the 

distance between his Hog and the chopper ahead.  

 

CHOPPER RIDER glances in his side-view mirror and reacts 

with a surprised look at Eric hot on his tail.  

 

Eric throttles up and pulls alongside. He shouts. 
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ERIC 

That an Indian frame? 

 

CHOPPER RIDER 

You crazy? 

 

Eric throttles down. Chopper Rider speeds ahead. 

 

Eric exits the expressway, careful to use his turn signal. 

 

EXT. NEIGHBORHOOD PARK - NIGHT 

 

Finn and Cookie walk hand-in-hand along a lighted path. 

 

FINN 

First time I saw you, I wanted to 

know your secret. 

 

COOKIE 

What secret?  

 

FINN 

You danced as if you hadn’t a 

care in the world.  

 

COOKIE 

Ha. I was feeling particularly 

sorry for myself that day.  

 

A YOUNG MAN and YOUNG WOMAN laugh under a tree. 

 

FINN 

Imagine living with someone 

thirty years - knowing as much 

about them their last day on 

earth as you did the first time 

you laid eyes.  

 

COOKIE 

Yup. Life can get messy if you 

don’t clean up after it. 

 

FINN 

So have you ever thought about 

getting married? 

 

Cookie stops, turns and faces Finn. 
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COOKIE 

Here’s the thing, Finn: 

Technically, I am. 

 

Finn pauses to digest this revelation. He looks down at his 

feet, then back up with one eye closed. 

 

FINN 

Technically? How’s that work?  

 

COOKIE 

Kendry – my husband – he killed a 

man - man I cared for.  

 

FINN 

I swear, Cookie - between the two 

of us they should make a movie.  

 

COOKIE 

Man’s wife was an invalid. I 

cooked – cleaned. But Kendry – he 

was crazy jealous. Convinced 

himself I was having an affair. 

 

FINN 

Why would he think that? 

 

COOKIE 

Does it matter? Big mistake, my 

marriage. Kendry was, heh, great 

looking. But too young – dumb as 

a rock. Still, first love and 

all. Guess that’s the way the 

cookie crumbles. Tell me, Finn: 

Am I worth a life sentence?  

 

Finn moves a strand of hair from Cookie’s face. 

 

COOKIE 

After Kendry was convicted, I 

found myself once again alone. 

John, his older brother, took me 

in. Was good to me - like you. 

 

EXT. RESIDENTIAL STREET - NIGHT 

 

The Boston skyline is lit up across the Charles River.  
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INT. BILLY MUGGADO’S BASEMENT - NIGHT 

 

Man cave complete with wet bar. Beer bottles and munchies 

are strewn about. A video screen flashes musical images.  

 

Melissa (now 23) bangs on an electronic drum kit next to 

FRIEND 1 (19) on guitar, and FRIEND 2 (19) on organ. 

 

At the bar, Billy and Eric dink glasses and down shots.  

 

BILLY MUGGADO 

Fuckin’ Ee-Oh.  

 

ERIC 

Muggsie.  

 

BILLY MUGGADO 

Nice shirt. 

 

Melissa throws her arms around Eric and Billy.   

 

MELISSA 

You two are under age.  

 

BILLY MUGGADO 

When are mom and dad coming home?  

 

MELISSA 

Umm - Monday. I’m responsible. 

 

BILLY MUGGADO 

Nice. I got drums.  

 

Billy takes the drum sticks from Melissa and moves off. 

 

Melissa shoulders up to Eric. They smile at each other. 

 

ERIC 

Your brother’s the same. Crazy.  

 

MELISSA 

When Billy told me you were in 

town, I had to see you. You left 

without a word. 

 

ERIC 

I know. I’m sorry, Melissa.  
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Billy thrusts his hand between Eric and Melissa squeezing a 

lit joint between his thumb and forefinger.  

 

Melissa waves it off. But Eric takes the joint - inhales – 

and coughs. 

 

BILLY MUGGADO 

Good, huh? 

 

Billy retreats to the drums. 

 

Melissa and Eric eye each other through narrowing lids. 

 

MELISSA 

Remember I used to babysit you? 

 

ERIC 

You kidding? You taught me to 

kiss with my mouth open. 

 

MELISSA 

Aww. Was I your first? Hope I 

taught you right.  

 

EXT. NEIGHBORHOOD PARK - NIGHT 

 

Finn and Cookie lie on their backs in an open field as a 

jetliner roars overheard toward Logan Airport. 

 

COOKIE 

Does anyone ever outrun the past? 

Family - community. Thirty years 

old and still can’t shake that 

feeling of not belonging. 

 

Finn rolls onto his hands and knees – his face over hers. 

 

FINN 

Stay with me. 

 

Cookie reaches up and slides her hand along Finn’s face. 

 

COOKIE 

Finn, I been relying on other 

people so long. I need to see if 

I can rely on myself a while. But 

thank you for asking. 
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FINN 

Whatever happens, Cookie, I want 

you to know I’m grateful. 

 

Cookie laughs. Finn cocks his head. 

 

COOKIE 

My. You are the most serious man 

I ever kissed. Grateful for what, 

she asked? 

 

FINN 

You showed me how to feel again. 

That I could feel - anything.  

 

Cookie presses a fingertip to Finn’s lips. 

 

COOKIE 

Shh. Take me to your bed. Can you 

do that? 

 

Fin nods - his mouth agape. Cookie reaches out and pushes 

Finn’s chin up.  

 

INT./EXT. MELISSA’S CAR - NIGHT 

 

Car windows are steamed. Melissa and Eric make out in the 

back seat. They come up for air – ruffled and breathless. 

 

MELISSA 

Oh, my. It’s even better than 

when you were nine. 

 

ERIC 

That’s right. You knew my mother. 

 

MELISSA 

Yeah? So?  

 

ERIC 

Tell me about her. 

 

MELISSA 

What?  

 

ERIC 

Tell me about my mother.  
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MELISSA 

Wait. You want me to talk about 

your mother – here - in the back 

of my car with my blouse undone? 

 

Eric nods. Melissa leans forward and whispers. 

 

MELISSA 

Eric, you’re so kinky. 

 

Eric holds Melissa by her shoulders. 

 

ERIC 

You were there - in the kitchen.  

 

MELISSA 

You really don’t remember?  

 

ERIC 

I – I’m not sure what’s real or 

what’s fantasy anymore. 

 

Melissa begins to button her blouse. 

 

MELISSA 

Then let it go.  

 

ERIC 

That’s just it. I can’t. 

 

EXT. O’HARA HOUSE, PORCH STAIRS - NIGHT 

 

Finn clips the season’s last rose from the trellis and 

hands it to Cookie.  

 

FINN 

I need to tell you something. 

After, if you want to leave - 

 

Cookie sits on the top porch step. 

 

FINN 

I hadn’t prayed in years. The 

night Liv died, I prayed – prayed 

hard. It was a sinful prayer. 

God, prove you exist. Free me 

from this woman’s madness.  
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COOKIE  

Finn - 

 

Finn holds up a hand and shuts his eyes. 

 

FINN 

After Liv was pronounced dead, I 

was overcome by an emotion – an 

emotion I hadn’t felt in years. 

 

COOKIE  

Guilt? 

 

Finn opens his eyes. 

 

FINN 

Joy. God help me, I felt joy.  

 

COOKIE  

All those years - why didn’t you 

leave her? 

 

FINN 

Because – because I’m a coward. I 

couldn’t face my failures as a 

husband – as a father.  

 

COOKIE  

You’re a wonderful father. 

 

FINN 

There was a fire in my house and 

I let it burn. I thought I could 

change Liv - reason with her. But 

in the end the fire consumed us 

all. I didn’t protect my son. 

 

Cookie gets to her feet and brushes herself off. 

 

COOKIE  

You want forgiveness. Well, you 

come to the wrong place for that. 

 

FINN 

You don’t understand. I could 

have saved Liv. I had a phone in 

my hand.  
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COOKIE  

You doubt God exists, but you 

talk like God Almighty herself. 

What your wife did, she did of 

her own accord. You can’t make 

people act counter their true 

nature, Finn. I know – I’ve 

tried. As for forgiveness, talk 

to your son. 

 

EXT. RESIDENTIAL STREET - NIGHT 

 

Eric staggers toward his Hog as Melissa tugs at his jacket 

from behind. 

 

MELISSA 

Eric, don’t. You’re in no shape.  

 

ERIC 

In fact, Melissa, I’m having a 

rare moment of clarity. 

 

MELISSA 

You did nothing wrong?  

 

ERIC 

Except lie to the police.  

 

MELISSA 

Why didn’t you just tell them I 

was there?  

 

ERIC 

Lying was easier. I wanted no 

witnesses. No reminders. 

 

MELISSA 

What would have changed if I 

hadn’t been there?  

 

Eric looks down and shakes his head.  

 

Melissa shoves Eric up against a tree. Nose-to-nose. 

 

MELISSA 

We met at school. My brother 

drove me to my apartment.  
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ERIC 

Melissa - 

 

MELISSA 

Shh. You visited me that night. 

We ordered Chinese - played 

Scrabble. It got late so you 

slept on the couch. Close enough? 

 

ERIC 

You’d lie for me? 

 

Melissa kisses Eric flush on the lips.  

 

Eric smiles, then moves Melissa gently aside. He mounts his 

Hog as Melissa protests. 

 

MELISSA 

Eric, don’t. You’ll get hurt. 

 

Eric slides his fingers through Melissa’s long, dark hair.  

 

ERIC 

Sweet, Melissa. I can’t get hurt. 

I’m the Miracle Rider.  

 

EXT. O’HARA HOUSE - NIGHT 

  

A candle flickers in a second-floor bedroom window. 

 

INT. O’HARA HOUSE, MASTER BEDROOM - NIGHT 

  

Finn and Cookie lie on their backs, shoulders bare under a 

bed sheet. Finn drags on a cigarette and hands it off. 

 

FINN 

I’m gonna’ quit tomorrow.  

 

COOKIE 

Me, too.  

 

Cookie takes the cigarette and blows a smoke ring. 

 

COOKIE 

White lies are a lot like 

cigarettes. Hard to get through a 

day without one. 
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FINN 

What do I do, Cookie? Tell Eric 

his adoring mother kissed him 

each night before bed – or that 

Liv rejected her only son for 

reasons I can’t comprehend? 

 

COOKIE 

I’m not good at givin’ advice. 

Usually gettin’ it. Daddy once 

told me, the truth – it don’t 

always set you free. 

 

FINN 

Sounds like a wise man. 

 

COOKIE 

No. He was a quitter. Anyone can 

quit. Think you’ll ever fall in 

love again, Finn?  

 

FINN 

Love? I’m afraid so.  

 

Cookie dashes the cigarette out and rolls on top of Finn. 

 

EXT. EXPRESSWAY - NIGHT 

 

The fog has thickened. A tarp flaps on top of a moving dump 

truck. Loose sand scatters on the road below.  

 

A mile behind, Eric’s motorcycle speeds past cars like 

they’re sign posts. His speedometer tips 100 mph. 

 

Up ahead, sand from the dump truck spills faster.  

 

Eric’s speedometer hits 110 mph. He’s a blur past a State 

Cruiser parked alongside the road.  

 

Blue cruiser lights flash on. A siren blares. Tires peel 

out in hot pursuit. 

 

Road sign: Construction Ahead. Slow Speed. Fines Doubled. 

 

Eric weaves past a car. His tires hit a sandy patch.  

 

The motorcycle fishtails. The wheels lose traction. 
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The bike skids sideways. Eric hangs on to the handlebars.  

 

The skidding bike sends sparks 200 feet along the pavement 

before bouncing to a stop off bales of hay used as a 

construction-site barrier.  

 

The fuel tank leaks. The hay begins to smoke. 

 

State Cruiser comes to a stop at a safe distance.  

 

Eric crawls from the damaged bike - gets to his feet and 

staggers toward a uniformed STATE TROOPER. 

 

STATE TROOPER 

You hurt? 

 

Eric’s motorcycle goes up in flames. Whoosh. 

 

Eric discards his shredded leather jacket and tosses his 

scraped helmet aside - then collapses to the pavement. 

 

STATE TROOPER 

    (into a shoulder radio) 

Ten-forty-five. Request ambulance 

and fire support. 

 

INT. STATE POLICE BUILDING, HOLDING CELL - DAY 

 

Eric, bruised and scraped, sits on a hard cot – holding his 

head in his bandaged hands.  

 

INT./EXT. STATION WAGON - DAY 

 

Finn drives, eyes forward. Silent.  

 

Eric slumps in the passenger seat - agitated, defeated. His 

eyes dart back and forth. 

 

ERIC 

Say something, dad. Tell me 

you’re mad.  

 

FINN 

I’m not mad. 

 

ERIC 

Then what are you?  
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FINN 

Bewildered. The police clocked 

you at over a hundred. That’s 

reckless, Eric. Not like you. 

What were you thinking? 

 

ERIC 

You don’t want to know what I was 

thinking.  

 

FINN 

Try me. 

 

ERIC 

All right. I was thinking I had 

killed my mother.  

 

Finn jerks the steering wheel right without looking.  

 

A passing car leans on its horn. 

 

ERIC 

I slammed the pills on the table. 

I might as well have shoved them 

down her throat. 

 

Finn swerves to the shoulder of the road. Tires skid to a 

stop. Finn takes a moment to catch his breath.  

 

He reaches into the glove compartment and pulls out an 

envelope with an official state seal. Finn hands the 

envelope to Eric. Eric slides out a folded letter. 

 

FINN 

Read it. We can’t change our 

past, Eric. Only shape the 

future.  

 

INT. POLICE STATION, INTERVIEW ROOM - DAY 

 

Detective White slides a folder across the table. 

 

Finn opens the folder to a document titled “Final Report.”  

 

Next to “Cause of Death” is typed “Substance Overdose.”  

 

Next to “Manner of Death” is typed “Accidental.” 
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DETECTIVE WHITE 

That’s your copy. I informed your 

boss. He seemed genuinely eager 

to speak to you. Once again, I’m 

sorry for your loss. 

 

Detective White turns to Eric, leaning against a wall and 

staring off into space. 

 

DETECTIVE WHITE 

It was probably a neighborhood 

kid cutting through your yard 

that day. Anyway, it’s over. 

 

Detective White closes his evidence folder. 

 

INT./EXT. STATION WAGON - NIGHT 

 

Finn’s car sputters to a stop halfway up the driveway. 

Steam spews from under the hood. 

 

Finn turns to Eric, slumped in the passenger seat. 

 

FINN 

I know we need to talk. 

 

Eric holds up an open hand, exhausted. 

 

ERIC 

Let’s wait for morning.  

 

FINN 

Eric -  

 

ERIC 

It’s all right, dad.  

 

FINN 

No. Something else. 

 

INT. O’HARA HOUSE, ERIC’S BEDROOM - NIGHT 

 

Eric slowly approaches his bed.  

 

Hobie Cat is curled up on top - still. 

 

Finn stands in the doorway with a respectful posture.  
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FINN 

When Hobie didn’t show for 

breakfast - I found him there. 

Like he was waiting for you. I 

figured you’d want to say 

goodbye. I’ll find a proper box.  

 

Finn exits O.S. 

 

Eric sits on his bed and pets Hobie Cat. 

 

ERIC 

My oldest friend. It’s okay, boy. 

Time to move on. 

 

EXT. O’HARA HOUSE - DAY 

 

A fresh snow blankets the street.  

 

A wreath hangs on the front door. 

 

INT. O’HARA HOUSE, KITCHEN - DAY 

 

Eric kneels on the floor feeding a kitten (EINSTEIN). 

 

ERIC 

Hey. You’re a cat, not a pig. 

 

Cookie enters. Quietly, she puts a grocery bag on a table 

and removes her coat. She sneaks up behind Eric and covers 

his eyes with both hands. 

 

COOKIE 

Guess? 

 

Eric turns and hugs Cookie. She sees the new kitten. 

 

COOKIE 

Who’s this?  

 

ERIC 

Cookie, meet Einstein.  

 

COOKIE 

Ah. I see the resemblance. 

Congratulations - your father 

told me you’re attending M.I.T.  
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ERIC 

I’m just auditing a class.  

 

COOKIE 

That’s like attending, no? 

Anyway, I’m glad you quit racing. 

 

ERIC 

Yeah, well. Can only push fate so 

far before it pushes back. How’s 

the nanny business? 

 

COOKIE 

They’re a nice family. I feel I 

belong. Where’s your daddy? 

 

ERIC 

The garage. He’s wiring a lamp. 

 

COOKIE 

Oh, my. Bet he could use your 

help. Plus I need the kitchen. 

 

ERIC 

Shepherd’s Pie?  

 

COOKIE 

Sometimes your mind has a memory 

all its own.  

 

Eric picks up Einstein, then slides his right arm around 

Cookie’s waist. He pulls her close. 

 

Eric circles the kitchen with Cookie - dancing. One-two-

slide. One-two-slide. 

 

Cookie follows Eric’s lead with a bemused grin. 

 

COOKIE 

What’s this about? 

 

Eric shakes his head with a tender laugh.  

 

ERIC 

Ha. Nothing. 

 

They stop. Cookie takes the kitten from Eric.  
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COOKIE 

Leave Einstein with me. Better go 

help your father before he burns 

the garage down.  

 

Eric steps toward the back door - stops and turns. 

 

ERIC 

Merry Christmas, Cookie. 

 

COOKIE 

You boys got one hour. Then wash. 

 

ERIC 

Yes, ma’am.  

 

INT. GARAGE, WORKSHOP - DAY 

 

Finn struggles to string a wire through a lamp. He shakes 

his hand out to get the feeling back. 

 

FINN 

Sonnova. 

 

Eric enters, wearing a wool scarf. 

 

Finn looks up, frustrated.  

 

FINN 

Where’s your needle-nose? You 

gotta’ organize this place. 

 

Eric grabs a pair of pliers and hands it to his father.  

 

Finn cuts the wire – but cuts it too short.  

 

FINN 

Eh. 

 

ERIC 

Let me. 

 

Eric and Finn trade places.  

 

Eric takes the pliers and splices the wire properly.  

 

Finn looks on, impressed with Eric’s skill. 
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FINN 

Ah-ha. Eric, do you remember that 

summer in Chatham – we stayed 

with your Aunt Sally? You must 

have been nine - ten. You and 

Cousin Natalie sculpted a 

motorcycle on the beach.  

 

A trace of recognition grows on Eric’s face. 

 

ERIC 

People stopped to watch. 

 

Finn rips a strand of electrical tape.  

 

Eric plucks the tape from his father’s finger and wraps it 

around the spliced wire. 

 

FINN 

My sister called this morning. 

She wants to see you - and me. 

Been a long time. 

 

ERIC 

Why’s that? 

 

Finn rips off another strand of electrical tape. 

 

FINN 

Want the long or short version? 

 

Eric plucks the tape from Finn’s finger. 

 

ERIC 

I’m not going anywhere, dad. I 

got time.  

 

Finn and Eric work on the lamp together. 

 

Above them - tucked away on a shelf - is a picture of Liv 

next to a fresh-cut rose. 

 

FADE OUT. 

 

THE END 


